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City Council to consider Enhanced 911
By STEVE

PARKER
Murray Ledgor it Times Matt WrIler

Members of the local ambulance,
fire and police departments will be
in attendance at Thursday night's
Murray City Council meeting to
discuss the advantages of Enhanced
911 in a scheduled public hearing.
The public hearing, beginning at
7:30 p.m. in the City Hall, will be
used to inform the public about
logistics of Enhanced 911, as well

as benefits.
"Basic 911 is a good system
because the number is easy to
remember and it is well advertised," said police chief Larry Elkins. "The problem is that, from
time to time, we get calls where
people can't give us all the information we need to dispatch the
proper help."
While 911 relies on the caller to
provide vital information,
Enhanced 911 can call up the call-

Thomas vows to weather storm
of inquiry after vote delay

er's address, phone number and
other vital information that can get
necessary help anywhere in the
city.
"Earlier today we had an
emergency call from a person that
said they had an emergency on 641
south and hung up," Elkins
recalled. "Most of the time we
assume they are pranks, but we
don't know for sure. People get
excited in an emergency situation

and try as you may, you can't get
information from them.
"In some emergency situations,
the person has just one chance to
make the call," Elkins continued.
The public hearing is a chance
for the community to learn more
about Enhanced 911 and voice
their opinions. The final verdict
will be left up to City Council
members.
"It's not essential to have a public hearing," Elkins said, "but the

mayor and the council want to see
where the citizens stand."
The system will only be offered
within Murray city limits, but
could later include all of Calloway
County. If approved, the service
could be in place in 12 months.
The cost for Enhanced 911
would be a 75 cent to one dollar
surcharge on Murray residents'
monthly phone bill.
"The cost is the only downside
to this," Elkins said.

Hanging the red, white and blue

By WILUMA M. WELCH
Assoclat•d Press Willer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Clarence Thomas will "look the American
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people in the eye" and deny sexual harassment allegations that suddenly
threaten his Supreme Court nomination, his chief backer said today. The
woman accusing Thomas pledged cooperation with a new Senate
investigation.
"This is not going to be an easy hearing," Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph Biden said Tuesday after a day of drama in which Thomas
"totally and unequivocally" denied the allegations, Democratic support
for the nomination eroded and the Senate agreed to a one-week delay of
its confirmation vote.
The White House today said President Bush "believes in Judge Thomas" and trusts the committee will conduct a fair investigation. Spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said the administration would offer the embattled
nominee "every bit of support we can in a personal sense.... We'll work
for this confirmation as hard as we can.'
With the vote put off until next Tuesday, Biden, D-Del., said the FBI
would be called to investigate, and witnesses would be subpoenaed if
necessary for a hearing. "It is uncomfortable for everyone, but it must be
done because we cannot fail to take seriously such a charge." he said.
Bush and Senate Republicans rallied around Thomas, a black, conservative federal appeals judge — and sought to limit the scope of the renewed
confirmation proceedings.
"This is a test for Clarence Thomas," Senate GOP leader Bob Dole of
Kansas said. "It's a test of his character, and I believe he's up to the
test."
Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., Thomas' chief advocate in the Senate, said
he hoped there would be no "fishing expedition" or chance for "people
to come forward with whatever they want to dump on Clarence Thomas."
Interviewed today on ABC-TV's "Good Morning America,- Danforth.
still angry at the sudden turn otevents, said Thomas wished the "torture"
of the delay was over but wanted a chance to rebut the allegations.
"He will appear before the committee and testify under oath and look
the members of the committee in the eye and look the American people in
the eye and say simply that this is not true," Danforth said. Still, even as
he predicted Thomas would ultimately prevail, Danforth said: "When this
is all over the clouds are still going to be there."
As his Judiciary Committee began its new review, Biden said "any
questions about his (Thomas') conduct in terms of whether or not he
harassed this individual or any other individual are relevant."

U.S. nuclear defense cuts may
mean monumental budget savings
WASHINGTON (AP) — The scaling back of nuclear defenses
announced last month by President Bush are likely to produce federal
budget savings of $12.8 billion over the next 18 years, the Congressional Budget Office said Tuesday.
That is a comparatively small savings in a U.S. defense budget that
in recent years has averaged about $300 billion a year.
In a letter to Sen. Pete V. Domenic', the budget office said nearly all
the savings between 1992 and 2010 would come from nuclear weapons
systems cancelled by Bush rather than related moves such as destroying thousands of bombs and missiles.
The biggest single savings wOuld come from cancellation of plans to
develop a mobile Midgetman missile. The cumulative savings from
that was put at $8.8 billion.
Domenici issued a statement saying the study shows there will be no
dramatic peace dividend as a result of the Bush initiative announced
Sept. 27.
'Those who are quick in their desire to spend defense savings from
the president' proposals are likely to be disappointed in this analysis," Domenic' said.
The study was released on the same day that House members of both
parties began exploring federal spending and tax priorities for the next
decade.

Senate approves
$25 billion aid
bill for Baltics
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate has approved a $25 billion
foreign aid bill that would authorize direct U.S. help to the Baltic
republics.
But the measure, approved Tuesday on a 61-38 vote and expected
to be passed by the House today,
was headed for a certain White
House veto because of two provisions that would overturn seven
years of Republican population
control policy.
The bill would allow up to $830
million over the next two years in
new U.S. aid to Eastern Europe,
and would expand the list of eligible countries to include Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia. No less than
$15 million would be directed to
those three republics.
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Albania and Romania also would
become eligible for unspecified
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Steve Holland of the Murray Fire Department was busy Tuesday hanging flags for Murray State University's Homecoming parade along 12th Street. When completed, flags will be displayed along 12th from Sycamore to Chestnut and along Main from 12th to the court square.

Ozone depletion nearly reaches record level
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ozone depletion at the South Pole
has been nearly as severe this year
as in 1987 when the record was set,
government agencies say.
In the cold-weather season now
ending in the Antarctic, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration satellite readings found the
ozone hole covering nearly 8 million square miles. The depletion
was the fourth most severe on
record, after 1987, 1989 and 1990.
"The ozone hole usually bottoms out between the 7th and 10th
of October," William Brennan, a
spokesman for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
in Boulder, Colo., said Tuesday.
The ozone hole is a large area of

intense ozone depletion over the
Antarctic continent that typically
begins in late August. Ozone in the
upper atmosphere acts as a shield
against the sun's ultraviolet radiation, which can cause skin cancer
and harm some plants.
The readings over the South Pole
were near 200 Dobson units — a
measure used for ozone concentrations — in mid-August.
On Sept. 30, using a balloonborne instrument, NOAA found
128 Dobson units in the upper
atmosphere. Last Thursday, the
ozone level had increased to 143
units.
In 1987, the reading dropped to
126 Dobson units.
Brennan said NOAA believes

"we can expect severe depletion
levels for a number of years to
come" because of the three consecutive bad years.
Scientists believe the Earth's
ozone belt is being eroded by
chlorine and other molecules that
result from industrial pollution.
Manmade chlorofluorocarbons
reach the atmosphere where chlorine from the compounds interacts
with other chemicals under extreme
cold conditions. The action ceases
when the atmosphere is exposed to
direct sunlight.
NASA monitors the ozone levels
with an instrument aboard the
Nimbus-7 satellite called the Total
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer.

Enerv bill returns to front burner after war
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
energy bill that was at the top of
congressional and administration
agendas while the Persian Gulf
War raged is about to return to the
front burner after languishing in a
deepfreeze over the summer.
But with the war long over and
memories of S1.50-a-gallon gasoline a year ago fading, the latest
round in a two-decade effort to
adopt a broad national energy policy may not even get thawed out.

The centerpiece of the
administration-endorsed bill is a
proposal to open a pristine Alaska
wildlife refuge to oil drilling. But
opponents have vowed to mount a
filibuster to prevent that provision
from reaching the Senate floor for
consideration.
Energy Secretary James Watkins
says President Bush will veto a bill
that does not contain the drilling
provision.
Senate Majority Leader George

Mitchell of Maine plans to bring
the measure up soon after Congress
returns from a Columbus Day
break. It's on a short list of priority
legislation before Congress hopes
to break for the year at
Thanksgiving.
The Interior Department estimates there is a 50 percent chance
of finding as much as 3.2 billion
barrels of oil under 1.5 million
(Cont'd on page 2)

Man on the street

What's yourfavorite Murray State Homecoming activity?

4

SUSAN BLAKE

PATRICIA CASH

"Since I'm a freshman, I'm really excited about my first Homecoming. I want to go to the
parade."

"I've never really gone to any
activities before, but this year I'm
going to the parade and the game."

ANGELA BIRD
"It will be the 30th anniversary
of the Delta Omega chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi at MSU. It will be
great to meet all the members from
the past."

SHAWN LOCKIAAN
"For mc it's the football game
because it's where everybody is.
It's a big meeting place."
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Energy bill returns...
(Cont'd from page 1)
acres of coastal plain in Alaska's
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Democrats overwhelmingly
opposed to drilling say they will
borrow a filibuster tactic used by
Republicans last year to get a clean
air bill rewritten more to the Bush
administration's liking through
back-room negotiations.
That will be the first battle."
said Sen. Tim Wirth, D-Colo. "We
have no choice but to use the same
procedures to answer the threats of

the administration and knock the
opening of the ?efuge to the oil
companies out OE this bill."
For such a filibusier to work, it
would require 4 i votes in the
100-member Scnate. assuming
everyone is there to vote. Wirth
and his allies cl.-tirn to hat c at least
40 votes.
Even if the bill survives a filibuster attempt, fights over other
divisive issues such as raising auto
fuel efficiency standards and reviving nuclear power could consume

Hughes
Medical
Offices

weeks.

Besides the Alaskan drilling, the
bill also would deregulate key parts

of electric utilities, remove regulatory hurdles to building new nuclear
power plants, spur natural gas use
and alternative fuels for gasoline
and set energy efficiency and conservation standards.
Bush's national energy strategy
was supposed to have top priority
when it was unveiled in February,
a month after U.S. troops attacked
Iraq and reminded the nation of its

Now Open Thursdays
New office hours include

Senate...

Thursdays

Family Practice
Robert C. Hughes, M.D.
Robert M. Korolevich„VI.D.

Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Pediatrics
Joyce F. Hughes, M.D.

(502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
- Suitt 204E1 -Merircal Arts Buitdrng •300 South 8th Street i Murray, Kentucky 42071

FEAST FIT FOR A QUEEN

SHONE%

The Best Breakfast
In Town

All-You-Care-To-Eat

BREAKFAST &
FRUIT BAR

dependence on foreign oil.
Taking advantage of the crisis,
Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La..
rammed a bill through the Senate
Energy Committee in May-. Johnston envisioned having the full
Senate act on his bill in June and
whatever compromise that Could he
worked out s4ith the House on
Bush's desk t) the end of the year.
House energy leaders, however,
took a more deliberate approach.
holding 24 hearings before starting
to write their bill. Much of it has
been completed in a subcommittee
headed by Rep. Philip Sharp. DInd., but the more divisive issues
remain.
The most divisive -- new drilling in Alaska --- is under the jurisdiction of two other committees
that have yet to schedule any
action.

'A

tore Hours: 6 a.m.-11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Businesses urged
to welcome alumni
Murray businesses are asked
to place welcome signs on their
marquees this week in pteparadon for the 1991 Murray State
University Homecoming this
weekend.
The signs could be used to
welcome alumni, wish the Racers well or salute the veterans
being honored in the "StarSpangled Homecoming.

'4!

6 a.m.-11 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat., Sun.
Holiday's
9 p.m.-Close Fri. & Sat.

(Coni'd from page 1)
amounts of aid. along with Yugoslavia if the president certifies that
nation is moving toward democracy, human rights and a market
economy.
But the Bush administration has
made it clear the bill is objectionable because it would overturn the
so-called "Mexico City policy,which bars U.S. aid to international
population agencies that counsel
abortion --25- a._family- planning
option.
The White House also objects to
the $20 million the bill would provide for the United Nations Population Fund, the world's largest family planning agency. The administration objtcts because the
agency operates programs in China,
which has practiced coercive abortion and sterilization:

-"Ilommufterr•

EXERCISE

Good Luck Racers
From Everyone at

Does Your Heart Good.

SHONEM

American Heart Association

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

RE-ELECT JUDGE BOYCE G. CLAYTON
KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS
EXPERIENCE
JUDGE CLAYTON HAS 16 YEARS OF /EXPERIENCE AS AN APPEALS
JUDGE:

CC911101i44. NKU1S A BO UT NC Sit MEOW
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 6-9-9
(six, nine, nine). Estimated Kentucky Lotto jackpot: $12

• 8 YEARS AS A JUDGE ON THE KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT
• 8 YEARS AS A JUDGE ON THE KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS

News of the World
NICOSIA — With talks on Kurdish autonomy founder in Baghdad, hospitals
in northern Iraq overflowed with the wounded from fighting in northern Iraq
between government troops and Kurdish rebels In addition, rebel leaders
said they were probing the massacre of 60 Iraqi POWs by Kurdish fighters
in the city of Suleimaniyah. Despite hundreds of casualties and tens c thousands of refugees from the worst such fighting since the allies pulled out
three months .go, the Pentagon said Tuesday that it had no plans to
intervene. The for days of fighting around the Suleimaniyah have prompted
fears of a reneweo exodus the likes of that which occurred last spring, when
2 million Kurds fled o the Turkish and Iranian borders after a failed Kurdish
uprising. The allies subsequently intervened, protecting Kurds as it helped
resettle them. A Kurdish group charged, meanwhile, that Iraq was lowering
water levels at the vital Dukan dam, 43 miles west of Suleimaniyah,
threatening to cut electricity to Kurd -dominated areas of the north and
sabotage the region's irrigation system. Serchil Oazzaz, a representative of
the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, also said in Ankara, Turkey that two Iraqi
garrisons began shelling Suleimaniyah intensely Tuesday afternoon. The
rebels seized the city in July. Hospitals overflowing with wounded from Monday's attacks have turned away patients, said Oazzaz.

JUDGE CLAYTON HAS HEARD OVER 5.000 CASES AND WRITTEN THE
DECISIONS IN OVER 1.000 OF THESE CASES.

JUDGE CLAYTON VOTED TO PLACE THE TEN COMMANDMENTS IN
CLASSROOMS WHEN HE WAS ON THE KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT.
JUDGE CLAYTON VOTED FOR THE DEATH PENALTY (IN EXTREME
CASES*) WHEN HE WAS ON THE KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT.

SEOUL — The government will lay out $600 million to buy four sets of Patriot missiles from the United States to counter possible Scud missile attacks
by North Korea, the newspaper Chosun Ilbo said Tuesday. It quoted an
unidentified U.S. weapons dealer as saying the Seoul government agreed to
buy the sets — interceptor missiles, launch pads and control systems — by
1993. The report said the Patriot Version Two is an upgraded version of the
missile used in the Gulf War. The new system can predict the exact place of
an intercept 10 minutes beforehand, compared with 90 seconds for the old
version, allowing more time for people to take cover, it added. Government
officials were not available for comment. Air Force Chief of Staff Hahn Jooseok told a parliamentary committee last month, however, that South Korea
needed a defensive missile system and was considering buying Patriot missiles. The hard-line Communist government in North Korea is believed to
have produced more than 100 Scud missiles, the paper quoted its source as
saying. •
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Civil-rights leaders said they will
meet with state and federal prosecutors this week to ask for an
investigation of alleged illegal
actions by Louie B. Nunn, chairman of the Kentucky State University board of regents.
The leaders are supporters of
KSU President John T. Wolfe Jr.
The KSU board filed nine charges
against Wolfe on Monday and
stripped him of most of his duties.
A hearing on the charges has been
set for Oct. 18.
Last week, several state civilrights groups and some KSU alumni charged that Nunn's involvement in a KSU auditing contract
was illegal. They sent a letter to
both U.S. attorneys in Kentucky as
well as Attorney General Fred
Cowan's office.
In a news release Tuesday, they
said they will meet with federal
prosecutors on Thursday and Cowan's office on Friday to ask for an
investigation. They said they will
present "a factual account and position paper" concerning Nunn's
actions toward Wolfe.
The groups include the Justice
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Resource Center, the Rainbow
Coalition, the Louisville NAACP
and the Kentucky Alliance Against
Racism.
Wolfe's attorney, William McAnulty, said Tuesday that he was
working on a written defense and
had no comment on other actions
Wolfe might take.
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Other, outside forms of defense
were being organized: The Rev.
Richard Wilson of Louisville said
members of the Rev. Jesse Jackson's network in Kentucky were to
talk with Jackson today about
strategy to support Wolfe and the
university. Jackson spoke in Frankfort on Sunday, urging a prayer
vigil during the board meeting. He
also helped raise money for
Wolfe's legal fees.
The board has assigned Wolfe's
duties to Mary Smith, a former acting president and now a presidential assistant. Among the charges
against Wolfe are two involving
potential criminal liability. They
relate to Wolfe's granting himself a
pay raise -- which he has refunded
— and allegedly trying to skirt the
state's law on competitive bidding
on work done at his campus home.
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Leaders of the school's faculty
senate may decide this week
whether to schedule a confidence
vote on Wolfe, president Alan
Moore said Tuesday. The senate
canceled such a vote Monday,
choosing to wait until after the
regents' meeting.
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LET'S KEEP JUDGE CLAYTON WORKING
FOR US.
HE IS DOING A GOOD JOB!
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• MURDER OF A LAW EN/FORCEMENT OFFICER.

JUDGE CLAYTON HAS CONSISTENTLY
TRADITIONAL FAMILY VALUES.
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• MURDER FOR PROFIT (DEATH BY POISONING).
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PORT-AU-PRINCE — It was hastily woven with ragged edges, but lawmakers did their best to drape a cloak of legitimacy and ceremony over the inauguration of provisional president Joseph Nerette. The lawmakers, somberfaced and in dark suits, went step by step through the legal forms required
to declare deposed President Jean-Bertrand Aristide's 7-month-old government defunct. Over and over again, the Senate president, Dejean Belizaire,
asked for debate on each of the points against Aristide and his absent prime ..
minister, Rene Preval. Minor technical points were raised twice, but the lawmakers dispensed with discussion and the vote was unanimous each time.
Tuesday's proceedings were interrupted by the arrival of Gen. Raoul Cedras, the army commander, whom the lawmakers greeted with applause and
gave a front-row seat.
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• RAPE AND MURDER OF A 12-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
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ZAGREB — An all-clear siren sounded in the embattled port of Dubrovnik
and no major fighting was reported in secessionist Croatia early today after
commanders of federal and Croatian forces signed a new truce. The Tuesday evening cease-fire, the seventh aimed at ending more than three
months of fighting, called on the federal navy to lift its blockade of Croatia's
Adriatic coast and on Croat forces to stop surrounding army barracks. Both
sides also agreed that Vukovar and Vinkovci should be supplied with food
and medical supplies. The two strategic towns in Slavonia, a region in eastern Croatia that includes many ethnic Serbs who want no part of an independent Croatia, are surrounded or near-surrounded by army units. But
Croatia remained defiant about its aspirations to secede, with its parliament
on Tuesday reaffirming an independence declaration.
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Chumbler case opens in Paducah
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -- Two
Florida men who were lovers conspired to kill the wife of one of the
men to gain her savings and life
insurance money, a prosecutor told
jurors.
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Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Osborne told a McCracken Circuit
Court jury on Tuesday that he will
prove Michael Kariakis received a
1990 Toyota that cost $10,000 as
payment for killing Nelda Chumbler on Dec. 27, 1990.

,n-

Osborne said during opening
arguments he also will prove that
Charles Chumbler, the victim's
husband who contracted the killing,
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wanted his wife dead so he could
collect a $70,000 life insurance
policy and $400 per month in
benefits.
However, defense attorneys said
Osborne only has circumstantial
evidence. They claim Nelda
Chumbler died from a stray bullet
from a deer poacher's rifle.
Osborne spent three hours Tuesday outlining his case against Kariakis, charged with murder;
Chumbler, charged with complicity
to murder, and Holly Kariakis,
Michael's wife, also charged with
complicity to murder.
Osborne said he will spend the

MONEY SAYING COUPONS ilk the Sunflower Group

The prosecution alleges that
Chumbler and Kariakis were
homosexual lovers.
Kip Cameron, Michael Karlakis's attorney, said Osborne'
entire case is built around circumstantial evidence. He said Osborne
doesn't have an eyewitness, a bullet or the gun that he alleges was
used to kill Nelda Chumbler.
He urged jurors to keep an open
mind and listen to all evidence
before deciding guilt or innocence.
After opening arguments were
completed about 3 p.m. CDT Tuesday, the jury was taken to the scene
of Nelda Chumbler's death. The
trial was scheduled to resume
today.

next three weeks presenting witnesses to prove his allegations. If
found guilty, the three face prison
sentences ranging from 20 years in
prison to life without a chance of
parole for 25 years.
Nelda Chumbler died when she
was shot in the chest while feeding
horses on a farm in western
McCracken County. The Chumblers lived in Brandon, Fla., and
were visiting relatives in McCracken County.
The Kariakises were from Tampa, Fla., and Osborne said he'll
present evidence to show that they
drove to Paducah the night and
morning before the shooting and
left the day after the shooting.
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Hopkins-Jones debate reverts to familar theme
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Larry Hopkins used a televised debate
Tuesday to hammer on a favorite
theme of his gubernatorial campaign — that opponent Brereton
Jones has reason to hide his personal finances.
Jones said curiosity about his
wealth, and whether he paid income taxes every year; seemed to be
the only basis of Hopkins'.
campaign.
Another issue — abortion —
was glossed over during the hourlong debate on Kentucky Educational Television. But it later flared
backstage when Hopkins said he
would not oppose criminal penalties for women who have abortions
or doctors who perform them.
But Hopkins said he did not
expect the General Assembly to
enact such criminal penalties. And
his aides later scrambled to soften
the statement even more. They said
Hopkins "would discourage"
penalties against women, but not
necessarily against doctors.
It was the first of two televised
debates between Hopkins, a Republican congressman from Lexington, and Jones, the Democratic
lieutenant governor. The second
debate is to be Oct. 21 in
Louisville.
Hopkins released copies of his

income tax returns for the past 10
years and has made an issue of
Jones' refusal to release any
returns.
With a statewide TV audience,
Hopkins tried to put Jones on the
spot. He challenged Jones to swear
in writing that he would make his
tax returns public and that he
would not accept money while in
office to repay -himself $1.6
he loaned his campaign for lieutenant governor in 1987.
Jones laughed the challenge off,
saying he gave the congressman
"an 'A' for perseverance."
Jones repeated his claim that he
had "averaged paying in excess of
$100,000 a year" in taxes. It left
unanswered the question of
whether Jones was able to use losses on his Woodford County horse
farm to avoid paying taxes in one
or more years. It was an issue
Jones' opponents in the Democratic
primary also used, without success.
Jones told Hopkins: "This seems
to be the most important issue of
the- Campaign as it relates to you,
but I don't think it is to the average
Kentuckian."
"We can assume you have
something in there you want to
hide," Hopkins replied.
The abortion question —
whether Hopkins favored criminal

penalties for women or doctors in
abortion cases — passed quickly
during the debate.
Hopkins said he would "look at
the law as written by the General
Assembly. But, he said, "those
who break the law, in some way,
are going to have to be penalized."
Jones immediately charged that
Hopkins was proposing a law that
"would. force abortions into the
back room."
After the debate, Hopkins said
he did not believe the legislature
would pass a bill mandating criminal penalties for abortions. Asked
if he would veto such a bill, however, Hopkins said: "I don't think I
would do that."
"You have to look at those
things,— Hopkins said. "I'm not
going to give them a life sentence
or in the electric chair. ... (It)
depends on the bill; I'd have to
look at the bill."
Hopkins campaign press secretary Larry Cirignano later relayed a
handwritten clarification from
Hopkins.
"I would discourage the legislature from assessing criminal penalties on women who have abortions.
I regard them as the victims of a
tragedy," the statement said.
"Penalties must, however, be considered for those who perform

Baesler considering running for Congress
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler, the
runner-up in the May Democratic
gubernatorial primary, said he is
leaning toward running for Congress next year.
Baesler said Tuesday he wanted
to wait until after tIie Nov. 5 general election to decide whether to
run.
But his comments to reporters
after talking to a legislative panel
about Lexington issues were his
strongest yet on running for the 6th
Congressional District seat in central Kentucky. He had been saying
only that he was thinking about it.
"I like the idea of doing it and I
think I would enjoy it. I think I
could do some good," said
Baesler.
He said he is getting "a whole
lot of encouragement" from Demo-

crats to run for Congress, but he
did not identify anyone.
"I personally think I would
enjoy the job. Some people say I
wouldn't, but I know I would,"
Baesler said.
The district has been represented
since 1979 by Republican Larry
Hopkins of Lexington, who is running for governor against Lt. Gov.
Brereton Jones, the Democratic
nominee. Hopkins has encountered
relatively weak opposition in his
bids for Congress.

depend on whether Hopkins is a
candidate for re-election to
Congress.
Baesler said other factors he
wanted to weigh before making his
decision included how much campaign money he could raise; any
changes by the Kentucky General
Assembly in the political boundaries of the 6th District, and the city
of Lexington's agenda.
He said he would not resign as
mayor to run for Congress. His
term as mayor ends Dec. 31, 1993.

Baesler, 50, said next year's congressional race would be "wide
open" if Hopkins is elected governor. "Chances are I will go then,"
he said.
But Baesler, who has been mayor since 1982, quickly added that
his decision to run would not
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—The candidates tried to outdo
each other in promising taxes
would not be raised.
"Let me make it very clear to
everybody that's listening: I will
not raise taxes," Hopkins said. "...
If. this guy (Jones) is elected,.you:d
better keep an eye on your wallet."
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Start fast. Then speed up.

Weaks Center
Board meets,
lowers rates
The George H. Weaks Community Center Board met in a
brief session Tuesday, according
to a report.
The board was presented with
a detailed financial statement for
the period ending Sepi 10 and
voted to lower the rental fee for
the main auditorium to $35 and
the fee for the activities room to
$15.
Several board members suggested uses for the auditorium
and activities room including
weddings, family gatherings1
club meetings and other civic
and community uses.
Reservations for use of the
meeting rooms may be made by
calling Verona Grogan at
753-0929.
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Regular Hours: 7 Days a Week
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Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505

6 a.m.-11 a.m.
Breakfast
11 a.m.-2:00 p.m. (except Saturday)
Lunch Buffet
5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Dinner
Friday & Saturday Nigt ts Special Dinner Buffet

Carry-Out • Party Room Available
Hwy. 641 S., Murray

759-4819 or 753-5986
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Letters to the Editor

Dog owners beware
of state canine law
Dear Editor,
Due to the fact that dog owners are ignoring the dog laws or possibly
do not understand them, I thought a copy of a portion of the current state
dog law in print might be of help, realizing at the same time that the law
is only as good as the person being paid to enforce it.
Dogs are running loose from the Fourth Street-Sycamore intersection to
Clarks River and possibly all over town but I speak only of what I see
daily. They are all breeds, sizes and colors. The small ones follow the big
ones and play in the busy street endangering cars and drivers who try to
avoid them. They turn over garbage cans, run through gardens and flower
beds, damage expensive evergreens and in our case kill chickens.
So now for the law: (number 258-235 in state law book)
Authority to kill dog
I. Any person may kill any dog which he sees in the act of pursuing,
worrying or wounding any livestock or wounding or killing poultry or
attacking human beings whether or not such dogs bears the license tag
required by the provisions of this chapter. There shall be no liability for
such killing.
A subsection of this law also states that the dog owner will be liable to
property owner for damages done.
I do not attempt to speak for the county — only for 826 St Fourth
Street — when I ask these dog owners,"Please take care of your dogs and
obey the law for it will be enforced."
Mrs. Johnnie Anderson
826 S. Fourth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Editor's Note: Mrs. Anderson's property is believed to be located outside
the city limits whet there is no leash law for dogs.

All the comforts of being needy
"Now I'm really confused," said
Slats Grobnik, slamming down his
newspaper. "I don't know it I
should give a panhandler a buck or
not."
What is the source of your confusion, besides that drink?
"I'll tell you whai Last week I
read about how many poor people
we got in this country. About 30
million."
Yes, the Census Bureau released
that poverty data. Very troubling,
the thought of all those hungerdistended bellies, bony ribs and
sunken eyes in this, the land of
plenty.
"That's what I thought, too. But
then I read this thing here in the
paper about how the Census
Bureau is giving us sort of a con
job."
And who says that?
"An outfit in Washington called
the Hertitage Foundation. You
know anything about them?"
I should have suspected. It is a
conservative think tank, so it cannot be expected to have compassion for the needy.
"Maybe so, but they come up
with some other numbers that make
me wonder what's poor and what
ain't poor."
What sort of numbers?
"Well, they say that about 38
percent of the so-called poor
households own their own homes.
And half the homes is worth more
than $39,000, and half is worth
less. So how can someone be really
poor if they own a home?"
Well, you don't get much for
$39,000 these days.

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
"Maybe so, but it's got a roof
and a furnace and running water
and a toilet that flushes, that ain't
exactly the same as living in a
cardboard box under a bridge."
Yes, but these homes might be in
rundown old neighborhoods or on
the wrong side of the tracks.
"Like where I live, huh? Hey,
where does it say in the Constitution that everybody gets to live in
Beverly Hills? I figure that if you
got a house, you can't be a real
wipeoui And it says that 50 percent of the poor got air conditioning where they live."
Naturally, since air conditioning
is a necessity. In a warm climate,
how can one get a decent night's
sleep without it?
"I'll tell you how. When we
were kids, and it was hot in the
flat, where did we go to sleep?
Remember what my old man and
your old man did?"
Yes, on hot nights we took pillows and blankets and went to
Humbolt Park and slept outdoors.
Hundreds of families did that.
"Yeah, and we walked there.
You know why my old man had us
walk there?"

Of course. Because you didn't
have an automobile, and he didn't
want to spend money on streetcars.
"Right. But this Heritage outfit
says that 62 percent of today's poor
households own cars. And 14 percent of them got more than one.car.
How poor can they be if they can
afford a car? they got to have a city
sticker, license plate, in some
states, insurance. And maybe one
of those big cotton dice hanging
from the rear view mirror."
But these cars might be clunkers,
beaters, rattletraps.
"That's what I drive. My motto
is, jumper cables — don't leave
home without 'em. Even if I could
afford a fancy car, I'd still have an
old beater because in traffic I can
scare the yuppies in their fancy
Japanese cars to give me room and
get out of my way. And what about
microwaves?"
What about them?
"It says here that 31 percent of
the poor households got microwave
ovens. How can that be?"
Why not? It is a modern
convenience.
"So is a $5 tin kettle for heating
watr, which is about all those
things are good for. And what's

wrong with the regular oven in the
stove? Or a frying pan on top of
the stove?"
Maybe they don't have a regular
stove.
"They they should sell one of the
cars and buy a stove. And here's
the number that blows my mind. It
says that for every $1 of income
that the poor report that they get,
they spend $1.94."
That doesn't make mathematical
sense.
"It does if you read the rest of it.
See, the census people don't count
what public housing, Medicaid,
food stamps and other welfare stuff
is worth. It's like they're saying
that a break on your rent, the doctor bill and the supermarket checkout line don't mean anything. I
wish I could figure it that way."
You are as lacking in compassion as the Heritage Foundation.
"No, I ain't. Just the opposite.
This stuff about all the millions of
poor people makes me proud to be
an American."
You are proud that we have millions of poor in this country? How
revolting.
"No, look at it this way. If I had
told my old man: 'Pa, when I grow
up, I'm gonna have a little house,
one or two cars, air conditioning, a
space-age microwave oven, a TV,
and spend two bucks for every
buck that comes in,' he would have
said: 'Only in America.—
Yes, but what would he have
said if you told him that despite
these possessions, you were still
classified as poor?
"He would have said, 'Kid, go
for it.
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Thomas delay is blow to Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate's agonized decision to postpone a
vote on Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas is a major blow to
President Bush and raises substantial doubts that the nomination can
survive.
But the debacle also focuses fresh attention on Congress' own shortcomings and its stumbling efforts to deal with sensitive problems.
Less than a week after the confirmation of Thomas seemed assured,
shellshocked White House allies found themselves scrambling to piece
together a salvage operation.
The task of disputing allegations by a former Thomas aide, University
of Oklahoma law professor Anita Hill, that he sexually harassed her a
decade ago was turning out to be a formidable one.
White House aides were surly and those close to the president were
expressing incredulity over what was happening. To disprove the charges,
the White House provided reporters with names and telephone numbers of
people who would speak on Thomas' behalf.
"It's a matter of who you believe," said Vice President Dan Quayle,
underscoring /the difficulty the Senate will have in sorting out the she
said-he said nature of the allegations and denials.
Thomas supporters conceded Tuesday night that they didn't think they
had the needed 51 votes at the time to win his confirmation. "I can
count," said a dispirited Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas.
The week-long delay will give opponents of Thomas more time to muster their arguments. And the gravity of the charges provide an easy fig
leaf for any wavering senator to cast a vote against him.
Supporters counter that it will also give Thomas a chance to clear his
name. But few were taking odds on the outcome.
Some senators said that along with the allegations against Thomas. the
Senate itself was on trial.
"What concerns me as much as the allegations themselves is the U.S.
Senate appears not to take the charge of sexual harassment seriously,"
said Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md., one of two women in the 100-member chamber.
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, said the delay was
important "to the integrity of the Senate" and to "the integrity of the
Supreme Court."
For Bush, who staked so much on the nomination, the delay was a particularly bitter pill to swallow.
By all accounts, he was incensed by the dramatic developments that
seemed to be snatching yet another domestic victory from him.
Despite his immense popularity in the international arena and his high
public approval ratings, the president has had a woeful time getting anything through Congress.
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And try never, never to be tacky
In her small but richly instructive little volume, "A Southern
Belle Primer," just published by
Doubleday, Maryln Schwartz has
performed a notable service. She
writes as a social anthropologist
examing an endangered species.
Her observations are acute; for the
most part they merit scholarly
acclaim.
It is quite true, for example, that
at the wedding of a Southern belle,
the bridesmaids never wear white
shoes. This is because "bridesmaidss shoes should match the
punch." Exactly so. That unwritten
rule explains whole closets filled
with shoes the color of ginger ale,
cherry Coke or John Deere tractors.
Maryln Schwartz writes for the
Dallas Morning News, but her
research has taken her to Mobile,
Natchez, Memphis, Atlanta, Savannah, Charleston, New Orleans and
other citadels of civility and grace.
She finds that Southern belles have
much in common everywhere.
For one thing, they all belong to
"the Club," meaning the principal
country club. As the years go by
they develop attachments for other
clubs — garden clubs, book clubs,
even the Rappahannock County
Every Monday Bloody Mary
Duplicate Bridge Club. All of them
are chairman of something. Most of
them become president of the
Junior League.

show you bosom before evening
and never wear an ankle bracelet
before anything. Girls who wear
ankle bracelets usually end up twirling batons."

potato salad off the good china.
She may never drink beer from a
can.
The Southern belle — here the
author is thinking of belles that
rang some time ago — still refers
to a refrigerator as an icebox. In
her lexicon it's a sofa, not a couch;
it's a handbag, not a purse. She
calls her father "Daddy."

Other rules of Southern protocol
should be kept constantly in mind.
Velvet is not worn after Feb. 14. A
toaster or blender may be given at
a bridal shower, but not for the
wedding itself. Do not serve soup
in finger bowls. Use only real mayonnaise. Never smoke on the street.
Kid gloves only; no nylon. Because
it is getting increasingly difficult to
buy a burial plot in a socially
acceptable cemetery, one should
buy a desirable plot whenever one
comes on the market.

Terms of compliment must be
carefully distinguished. "Lovely" is
high on the list: "Her people are
lovely." A more fervent word of
admiration is "precious," as in,
"Aren't you just the most precious
thing." A killing compliment is
"sweet," as in, "Who's the sweet
thing in the corner?" Even more
deadly is "nice," as in, "Well, I
don't know her well, but she seems
perfectly nice."

There is little this observer could
add to Ms. Schwartz's magisterial
work. She puts Velveeta in its
proper place, in a grits casserole to
be left with the widow on funeral
day. She acknowledges the abiding
importance of the right sorority. To
be a Theta, a Pi Phi, a Kappa, a
Chi 0, or a Tri-Delt, depending
upon the college, is a profoundly
serious matter. But all of us know
this.

The author is full of sound
advice: "Never marry a man whose
mother and grandmother owned
silver plate instead of real silver.
He's not used to quality and he'll
try to cheat you on the divorce settlement." She decrees: "Never

The last word comes from a
South Carolina grandmother, talking to her granddaughter: "Your
bosom can be fake and your hair
color can be fake. But your pearls
and your silver must always be
real." Yes, ma'am! Suah 'nuff!

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
Alas, the Junior League, like so
many venerable institutions, seems
to be sliding downhill. Ms.
Schwartz, an honest reporter, notes
that in many cities almost ANYONE can now get into the Junior
League. Even a woman with a past
that includes baton twirling may
make it through the sacred portals.
Some standards remain. A certain young woman in Chattanooga
never did make it to Junior League.
Ms. Schwartz pursued the story and
was told, "It's just too tacky to talk
about." To be tacky is the most
grievous of all offenses. In this
instance, what specifically was so
tacky?
"Well, for one thing, she puts
dark meat in her chicken salad."
Food is important in the upbrining of a Southern belle. The author
properly notes that iced tea is the
year-round choice for a nonalcoholic drink. It even ranks ahead
of Co-Cola. The true belle prides
herself on her deviled eggs and her
old family recipes. In a world of
slackening values, she may now eat
potato salad, but she may not eat
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Anniversary celebration
planned at Spann home
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Wednesday, Oct. 9

Thursday, Oct. 10

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/5:30 p.m.; S.S.
Workers Mt./6:15 p.m.; GAs, RAs
and Prayer meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Pacers Homemakers Club/10
a.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Murray Food Coop orders
due; CRS/6 p.m./H.S. PSR/7 p.m.;
Newman Council/7:30 p.m.
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First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Women's
Circles/Wesleyan with L. Robertson and Ruth Wilson with Norma
Frank/7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee at
Pagliai's/12 noon; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.

milHow

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
Business Meeting, Acteens, RAs,
GAs and Mission Friends/7 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
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Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

Murray City Council/7:30
p.m./City Hall.

1, go

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Murray Board of Education/7:30
p.m./board office.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
National Scouting Museunt/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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The Jackson Purchase Chaptar of NOW (National Organization for
Women) will conduct an orgizational meeting at Pagliai's Restaurant on
Thursday, Oct. 10. Discussion will involve local chapter activities at present
and for the future. Dinner will be at 6:30 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7
p.m. All persons are welcome and members are encouraged to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mathis of Springfield, Tenn., formerly of Murray, will be honored at a reception at the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Lisa Spann and husband, Rick, of Murray on Sunday, Oct. 13, from 3
to 5 p.m. This will be in celebration of their 40th wedding anniversary. The couple was married Oct. 13, 1951, at Corinth, Miss. Mrs.
Mathis, the former Virginia Futrell, is the daughter of the late Starky
and Annie Futrell. Mr. Mathis is the son of the late Curn and Edith
Mathis. They have two daughters, Mrs._ Ann Eddins and husband,
David, Columbia, Tenn., and Mrs. Lisa Spann and husband, Rick,
Murray. They have three grandchildren. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the reception on Sunday at the Spann home in
Murray.

Flemin• attends meetin•

24-Hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Retired Teachers will meet

Tucker/Frost Circle of First
United Methodist Church Women/
9:30 a.m./A. Doran.

LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./PVC.

Kathie Fleming, right, founder of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority, Murray, and second vice president of
Kentucky State Council, ESA, attended an executive board meeting of
the Council on Saturday, Sept. 14, at the home of the state president,
Grace Shannon, Hopkinsville. Preparations for the fall board meeting
on Oct. 5 and 6 at Pennyrile State Park, Dawson Springs, were completed. Lunch was co-hosted at the home of Shannon with help of
other officers from Hopkinsville. Pictured, from left, Bertha Warner,
parliamentarian, Shirley Naylor, junior past president, Betty Alder,
corresponding secretary, Shannon, Martha Chinn, recording secretary, Vicky Waggoner, first vice president/membership, and Fleming.

(Cont'd on page 9A)

Preschool Leadership Conference
scheduled by Baptist Convention
Baskin qh Robbin.
Robbins
RaskinP
,
••

••

James Martin Cordell, director,
and June Bailey, Preschool/
Children's consultant, Church Music Department, Kentucky Baptist
Convention, have announced an
Area Preschool Leadership
Conference.
The conference, "Music Making
with Preschoolers," will be Monday, Oct. 14, from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, 2890 Broadway, Paducah. Rita Tiemann will
preside.

This free conference is for all
choir leaders and teachers of preschoolers. The general session,
lasting 25 minutes, will be on "Discipline" with special interedst conferences on church music, Sunday
School, Discipleship Training, etc.,
to follow.
Pre-registration is not necessary.
For more information call the
Church Music Department at
1-245-4101.

PREPACKED QUARTS
M4.

2r5
BaskintpRobbins
Otter good at locatuon lusted Void where
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Drive-Thru Service Available.
Murray
Olympic Plaza
753-3111

_

Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mall
444-0031

Members of the First District Retired Teachers Association (FDRTA) will
convene on Friday, Oct. 11, at Seven Seas Restaurant. Registration will
began at 9 a.m. The program and business sessions will begin at 10 a.m.
John Dale of the Glendale Road Church of Christ will be the guest speaker.
The retired educators will conclude their session with a buffet lunch. 'All
retired teachers from the Calloway County, Murray City, or Murray State
University systems are invited to attend,* urges Vandy Gibson, FDRTA
President.

Pony Club plans trail ride
A Competitive Trail Ride will be held at Wranglers Camp in Land Between
the Lakes on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 12 and 13. Four Rivers Pony Club
is sponsoring the ride, which is sanctioned by the North American Trail Ride
Conference and includes Novice (20, miles/day), Open (30 miles/day), and
Youth Divisions. Special awards have been donated for the high point 4-H
and Pony Club riders. For more information call 1-382-2773 or 759-1625.

Senior Job Club on Friday
The Senior Job Club for Calloway County will meet Friday, Oct. 11, at
1:30 p.m. at George Weaks Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar
Streets, Murray. This is open to all interested seniors. For information call
753-0929.

Laryngectomee Group Friday
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday. Oct. 11, at 4 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Ann Ingle RN or Dixie Hopkins,
speech patholgist, at 762-1100.

Christopher Alan Cunningham born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Cunningham of Sugar Land, Texas, are the parents of
a son, Christopher Alan, weighing seven pounds two ounces, measuring
193/4 inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 1, a 11:52 p.m. at Fort Bend Hospital
there. The mother, the former Trisha Clark, is employed as a Marketing
Communications Manager at Texas Instruments. The father is employed as
an estimator/project manager at Summit Electric of Texas, Inc. Grandparents are Roy and Dollie Clark and Ted and Randa Cunningham, all of Murray. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Bessie Baker.

Circle meeting on Monday
"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Dorothy McKenzie Circle of First Presbyterian Church will meet Monday,
Oct. 14, at 1:30 p.m. in the home of Lola Clark. Gloria McLaughlin will give
the devotion and Bette Taylor will be program leader.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Twin Lakes Star Party planned

Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

2001. Zoom! 16 CPM! Auto
Exposure!
Edge-to-Edge
Copies!
New Toshiba,
BD-4910!!! `Recommended by "Buyers Lab"

Ice Cream &logurt

The Murray Country Club Ladies Golf Association banquet will be Wednesday, Oct. 16, with a social hour at 6 p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m. All ladies
of the Murray Country Club who are not members of the Ladies Golf Association are invited to attend at $6 a plate. Reservations must be made on or
before Friday, Oct. 11, by calling Betty Lowry at 753-1285.

Boys and girls in Grades Kindergarten through Grade 5 are invited to
spend Oct. 11 to 14 the YMCA way. There will be games, swimming, crafts,
snacks, songs and lots of fun at School's Out Fun Days. Calloway County
Schools will be dismissed on Friday, Oct. 11, and Murray City Schools on
Monday, Oct. 14. Each one should bring a friend, swimsuit, towel and sack
lunch. Times for the event will be from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. each day. The fee
is $8 per day. For information call YMCA, 759-9622.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.

"The
Mousetrap,"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.

Golf reservations due Friday

YMCA event planned this- weekend

St. Leo Catholic Church events,
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.

reception at 6 p.m./dinner at 6:30
p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University.

All Murray State alumni, whether graduates or former students, who have
served in any branch of the military service of the nation are asked to contact the MSU Office of Alumni Affairs for information about participation in
the 'Star-Spangled Homecoming" on Saturday, Oct. 12. Persons should call
7562-3737 or 762-3023. Murray State is planning a much deserved tribute
to veterans and current service members and reservists. The 9:30 a.m.
Homecoming Parade and the half-time show at the game between the Racers and U.T. Martin will honor these members of the Armed Forces.

Oaks Country Club's Stag Night, scheduled Thursday, Oct. 10, has been
changed to Thursday, Oct. 17, at 5 p.m. The Oaks Couples Golf Tournament for members only will be Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 12 and 13. For
more information call 753-6454.

Calloway County Board of Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet/
Education/9 a.m./board office.

Alumni Servicemen are wanted

Oaks Club events announced

Mothers' Day Out/9:30 a.m./First
•
Baptist Church.
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NOW Chapter meeting Thursday

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
111/6 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/436-2518.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Business Meeting/7 p.m.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Driver license offices in the area will be closed Thursday, Oct. 10, Friday, Oct. 11, and Saturday, Oct. 12, according to a release from the State
Transportation Cabinet at Frankfort. This will be due to the implementation of a new computer system. No driver licenses or driving tests will be
given on these dates. Driver license offices will re-open on Monday, Oct.
14.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
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Thursday, Oct. 10
Brunch and Fun Auction_ of
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club/11 a.m./club house.
Guests welcome.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

CWF Group IV/First Christian
Church/12 noon/Leah Hart,
program.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

DATEBOOK

"Ask Your hbighboro About Moir Toshrba"
.Enlarge to 200%!
•Up to 16 Copies in I Minute!
HOWARD D
•Automatic Exposure!
.Complete Copies Every Time!
•Plus...Dual Page Copying,
COMPANY
Stationary Platen, Cartridge Auto
1 800-6337296
Toner, Statement to Ledger Slit!
Copies, Programmable Zoom
118 N. 7th St. Inside Kentucky
Memory', Optional Color
Mayfield, Ky. 1 800-858 04.92
Outside Kentucky
, Copying, and Optional Sorter!

The second annual Twin Lakes Star Party, sponsored by the West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers, will be Friday and Saturday, Oct. 11 and 12, at
Golden Pond Visitor Center, in TVA's Land Between the Lakes. Highlights of
the two-day event will include a computer workshop and demonstration, a
photography contest, and luncheon. The center features an 82-seat planetarium with a 40-foot dome and Spitz projector and an on-site observatory
housing a 121/2-inch reflector and a 41/2-inch refractor telescope. Registration will begin Friday at 3 p.m. and fees are $10 per individual and -$15 per
family. For further information and details on registration and the photo contest, contact Jim Boren, LBL, 100 Van Morgan Dr., Golden Pond, Ky.
4211-9001, or call 1-615-232-7405.

Arts & Craft Show planned
The Village Craftsmen's Guild will present its annual fall arts and craft
show,'Crafts in the Village," on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 12 and 13. This
will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day at the Kentucky Dam Village State
Park, Gilbertsville. Handcrafted items only will be exhibited and sold. In
addition to exhibits, skilled craftsmen will demonstrate their unique talents.
No admission fee will be charged.

Southwest Council Tuesday
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site Based Council will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. The agenda will include a
working session devoted to council by-laws and procedures. All interested
persons are urged to attend.
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BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker
"Homecoming," the word itself
brings a cornucopia of vivid scenes
floating across my memory. Early
memories shine through the flames
of a 'spirit' bonfire, huddling with
your high school sweetheart, holding hands, despite the cold and
screaming your heart out in support
of the team.
Later years bring flashbacks of a
huddle of girls, all claiming we
"couldn't afford not to work," as
we tied on chunky waitress shoes,
knowing a busy night was ahead,
while enviously watching roommates slide into shimmering formal
gowns, and chattering about their
dates for the dance.
Dinners (usually lukewarm buffets) and tuxedoes with wide lapels
and ruffled shirts, a particularly
-horrible . yellow corsage that
clashed terribly with my new hot
pink dress (but I married the guy
anyway), and tediously clapping
through numerous speeches awarding plaques to growing-everyounger fraternity "brothers," dominate another later series of homecoming memories.
Lately, homecomings are
focused not so much on the idea of
Me-party atmosphere, but the joy of
seeing old friends, some that return
year after year and others not seen
for decades. The party has changed
from a formal affair with tux and
gown to a comfortable gathering of
friends and the highlight of the day
is more centered on showing off
children and reminiscing.
Out with the old and in with the
- new -- we've beconie those people we remember, vaguely, standing on the fringes of the crowd,
enjoying the bonfire, but also
watching those following in our
footsteps. Its nice to know, no matter what, or how we age, there's a
homecoming to come home to.
This year's -Star-Spangled Home,
coming is sure to be exciting and
eventful; one of the honored MSU
alumni servicemen is an old work
compadre, and my brother and his
wife (both MSU grads) are homecoming as well. So, as usual,
there's really no time to cook.
An easy menu for a homecoming
crowd is a make-ahead, and heat it
up when you're ready, big pot of
soup, a tossed green salad, fresh
french bread and an easy dessertcookies, brownies or a simple
"stays moist for days" cake. These
recipes might just fit the homecoming ticket.
Lentil Beef Soup
1 lb. hamburger
1 med. onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, chopped fine
1-4 oz. can mushroom stems and
pieces
1-16 or. can stewed tomatoes
1 med stalk celery, sliced
1 large carrot, sliced
6 oz. dried lentils (1 c.)
3 c. water
1/4 c. red wine
1 bay leaf
2 Tbs. snipped parsley
2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. instant peef bouillon
1/4 tsp. peppei'
Cook hamburger, with onion and
garlic until browned. Drain. Stir in
remaining ingredients. Heat to boiling, lower heat to simmer and cover. Cook til lentils are tender, about
40 mins.
Grace's Clam Chowder
3 slices bacon, diced
1 lg. onion, chopped
2-8 oz. cans diced clams
2 1/2 c. water
3 c. potatoes, diced
3 Tbs. flour
2 c. milk
1/4 c. (1/2 stick) butter
salt and ground pepper to taste
In skillet , saute bacon and onion
for 5 minuts. Drain clams, reserve
liquid, add liquid to water, if
necessary, add water to make 3 c.
In Dutch oven, combine bacon,
onion, clam liquid and potatoes.
Heat to boiling and cook until potatoes arc tender. Stir flour into I/2
c. milk until smooth, add to chowder and cook, stirring until thickened. Stir in remaining milk,
clams, butter and seasonings. Heat
just to boiling. Serve hot.
Crab and Corn Bisque
1/2 c. chopped celery
1/2 c. chopped green onions
1/4 c. chopped green pepper
1/2 c. butter, melted
2-10 3/4 or. cans cream of potato soup, undiluted
1-17 oz. can cream style corn
11/2 c. half & half
11/2 c. milk
2 bay leaves
1 tsp. dried whole thyme
1/2 tsp. garlic powder
1/4 tsp. white pepper
dash of hot sauce
1 lb. lump crabmeat
chopped parsley - garnish

lemon slices - garnish
Saute celery, green onions, green
pepper in butter in dutch oven until
tender, add remaining ingredients
and heat slowly to a low simmer,
simmer 5 mins. stirring frequently
to avoid sticking or scorching.
Garnish with choppped parsley and
lemon slices.

Sally's Jello Cake
1 cake mix - yellow
1 C. oil
4 eggs
1 sm. box jello, any flavor
1 c. water
Beat together til smooth, pour
into a greased and floured bundt
pan and bake at 350 for 50 mins or
til cake tests done. Cool in pan
10-15 mins, turn out onto rack and
cool. Dust with powdered sugar or

Monday hospital report released

drizzle with glaze.

Four newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Monday, Oct. 7, have been
released as follows:

Tenn.;
Edwards baby boy, parents, Dawn
and Mark, At. 1, Box 327, Symsonla;
White baby boy, mother, Connie
Ward, 700 Broad, Murray.

Newborn admissions
Jones baby girl, parents, Mindy and
Todd, 1513 Walnut, Benton;
Waldron baby boy, parents, Teresa
and Larry, At. 2, Box 111, Buchanan,

Mrs. Annie Mae Kendall, At. 6, Box
85, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Dora Melba Burkeen, At. 3, Box 28, Murray;
Mrs. Lula P. Murphy, At. 1, Box 174,
Wingo; Clarence Metzger, 1615 Wiswell Rd., Murray;
Henry Noble Farris, At. 6, Box 327,
Murray; Mrs. Nikki Mario Tinsley and
baby girl, 1405 Vine St., Murray;
Mrs. Beulah Brown, West View

MURRAY TODAY

Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Tabatha
Wallace and baby girl, 224 Jarvis,
Marion;
Mrs. Reba Lee, At. 7, Box 524, Murray; Mrs. Sandy C. Forgey and baby
girl, At. 1, Box 48, Sedalia;
Mrs. Lou Powell, 1616 Main St.,
Murray; Mrs. Myriam M. Barrett and
baby boy, 809 Birch St., Benton;
Miss Amy Lynn Mauzy, 224 Rived&
Tr. Ct., Murray; Mrs. Linda Sue Rambo, HC Box 239-E, New Concord.
Expiration
Mrs. Bessie V. DeMoss, 503 Beale
St., Murray.

Dismissals
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Psychic-Spiritual Festival
planned at Paducah motel
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Pandora," a female spayed Collie mix; "Kitty," a male neutered
white housecat only;"Patience," a female spayed Doberman; and "Christi," a female spayed declawed housecat only. Animals who do not rind
homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The
Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
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A Psychic-Spiritual Awareness
Festival will be Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 19 and 20, at J.R.'s
Executive Inn, Paducah. It will be
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday
and from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Sunday.
Giving the festival will be
Exploring the Realm Absolute,
Pegasus, Inc., and sponsoring will
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Life House Crisis Pregnancy
Center will hold its annual fundraising banquet on Tuesday, Oct.
15, at 6 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Anyone interested in attending
who has not been contacted by a
table sponsor, amy call Life House
at 753-0700 to obtain an invitation.
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be the Chandler, Indiana Metaphysical study group.
The festival was asked to be
brought to Paducah by Betty Griffin, a Paducah resident, who, with
her friends, wanted it available in
that area.
The home of Pegasus Productions is in Evansville, Ind., where
two big fairs are held, one in the
spring, andtne in the fall.
The festival will feature psychics
and venders from Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Missouri and Tennessee. The psychics will give readings throughout both days of the
festival, using techniques ranging
from numerology and clairvoyance
to the use of tarot cards, playing
cards, crystal ball, palmistry and
crystals.
Many of the psychics are spiritualist ministers. All of the fair
workers believe in God, and the
essence of God to be in all things.
A psychic will lecture every 15
minutes of each day on such subjects as basic meditation techniques, psychometry, dowsing, colors of the aura and give mini messages. Lecturs are free with a paid
festival admission. The fee for one
day is.$5 _and admission for two
days is $9.
Also available at the festival will
be vending booths, (approximately
25 tables) featuring books (particularly of a self help on spiritual
nature), jewelry, candles, crystals
and gemstones and a variety of
other items.
Immediately following the
pschic's lectures on Saturday, the
Rev. Lucille Temme Burke will
speak on "Near Death
Experiences."
Rev. Burke is founder-director of
Tri State near death support group
chapter (Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana), teacher of the Spiritual Way,
Inc: andl faculty member or Chesterfield Seminary. She was
ordained in Chesterfield in 1955
and is a retired school 4eacher.
Rev. Burke will be available
throughout the day Saturday to discuss and counsel, individually, any
of the fair participants who feel a
need for such discussion.
For additional information on the
festival call 1-812-925-7632 or
1-812-925-3039.
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At 2 o'clock in the morning on Sunday. Oct. 27, most Americans will observe a ritual that began more than 200
years ago as a way to cut down on the
cost of candles. It was Benjamin
Franklin who, as minister to France,
suggested in 1784 that an extra hour
of daylight would save French shopkeepers I million francs per year.
It was not until 1918, however, that
daylight-saving time was first implemented in the United States. Since
then, it has been adopted by certain locales and dropped by others, modified
during periods of war and hotly contested by many. Proponents have cited
the need for increased daylight hours
to allow more time for recreation, reduce energy demand, decrease crime
and increase traffic safety. Opponents.
meanwhile, have consisted mainly of
farmers. whose hours are set by the
sun instead of the clock.
The concept of daylight-saving time
remains controversial. Even with the
passage of the Uniform Time Act of
1966, states were allowed to exempt
themselves from daylight-saving time.
Today, six states and American territories do not observe it: Arizona. Hawaii. the portion of Indiana in the Eastern time zone, American Samoa.
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
But the rest of us will have to remember to "fall back- one hour on the
last Sunday in October. 1.11
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'Apple Pie Brigade' of First Methodist Church featured in conference publication
The following story about the
Apple Pic Brigade of First United
Methodist Church, Murray, written
by Cathy Fanner, appeared in the
Sept. 20th issue of The United
Methodist Reporter of the Memphis
Conference.

host apple pie that was delivered to
us in our new home on the first
Sunday after we moved here. This
friendly couple rang our doorbell
and theyh were a welcome sight. It
just so happened on that very day
that I was feeling a bit lonely for
our old community; however God's
"The smell of a hot, homemade. love was and is made manifest
apple pie is opening doors in Mur- through His people. Thanks again.
P.S. The pie was wonderful!'
ray, Ky.
"Cordelia Taylor was similarly
"Announced by the aroma wafting from their down-home offering, impressed.
"'What a lovely surprise when I
the Reach-out Callers of Murray's
First United Methodist Church are opened the door that cold rainy
finding first time visits easier than afternoon. Here was a couple from
ever.
First Methodist Church with a
"The Apple Pie Brigade always warm apple pie. What a wonderful,
gets a warm welcome.
cheerful feeling. I do thank the
"Linda Stratton, a newcomer to Douglasses and the Apple Pie
Murray, visited the church one Committee and would like to help
Sunday. That evening she was the all that I can.'
recipient of a pie. She sat right
"Cordelia not only started
down and wrote the following attending Murray First, she joined
letter:
the Apple Pie Brigade in the
"'Thank you so much for the kitchen!

Pier 1 imports
FALL HOME SALE
PAPER PLATES and NAPKINS

50% OFF
ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

25% OFF

Exterior Stains
s3oo
Off Gal.

AbdAtzt,
306 Main St.

M oareA
PAINTS

759-4979

"Martha Lawrence, director of
programming at the church, originated the idea through she gives
due credit to a workshop, 'Offering
Christ Today,' that she auended
three years ago at Colonial Park
United Methodist Church.
"They suggested something
similar to this. I took the idea and
adapted it to our needs,' she says.
"According to Martha, the apple
Pie Brigade consists of about 15
talented cooks of all ages. They
meet occasionally and bake about a
dozen pies at a time.
"Actually the pies are baked
half the amount of time needed,
then frozen. The evening of the
visit, they're thawed and I finish
the baking. We try to deliver them
directly out of the oven becasue we
feel there's value in the aroma
from a hot apple pie. It smells good
and creates nostalgia,' Lawrence
says.
"In addition to the bakers, the
program involves about 20 Reachout Callers, people who don't mind
making the first contact with
visitors.
"That's one good thing about
this program. It offers people who
don't feel adequate doing visits int
he home an opportunity to do their
part in evangelism. And other people -who don't necessarily like to
cook can go knock on doors,'
Martha added.
"It works like this: Jim and Judy
Stahler go through the attendance
register every Sunday afternoon
and pick out the first time visitors.
They prepare the visitor slips and
pull pies out of the freezer to thaw.
Martha comes in that evening and
puts the thawed pies in the oven.
They finish baking just 30 minutes
before the Reach-out Callers leave
on their visits.
"That first visit is short. The
callers usually don't even go in the
house. They present the pie, give
the prospects a church packet or
brochure, and invite them to visit
the church again. The second visit

is made by the church's senior pastor, Nowell Bingham.
I say longer. Sometimes 30 to
40 minutes. I usually know a little
about the prospects before I get
there by looking over our visitor
slip,' Bingham says.
"The slip has room for information such as approximate age, number in the family, job, etc., that the
first callers might have discovered.
"'Our Apple Pie Brigade very
favorably impresses the newcomers. There's no doubt that this is
one of the best things we've ever
done for outreach.'
"Murray First has grown this
year. Forty-eight people have
joined the church since December
1990. In a town of 16,000, 1172
now call Murray First their church
home.
"The program is a year old and
shows no sign of winding down.
'We've only had one baker to drop
out and we immediately added
another,' Martha said, looking at
the happy women clustered in the
church kitchen.
"Naomi Schwalm, Hazel Lancaster, Flo Rogers and Cordelia Taylor
were peeling and slicing apples;
Lula Bingham and Julie Smith
were preparing the dough; Shirley
Homra was rolling out the crust
and Rebecca irvan - was preparing
the filling.
"When they finished it would be
the turn of the Reach-out Callers:
Bob and Gale Cornelison, Charles

Homra, Hugh Barksdale, Mavis
Gibbs, Effie Kemp, Bill and Mayme Nell Staudacher, Earl and‘Dulcie Douglass, Reid and Virgina

Hale, Don Henry, Stuart Poston,
Nix Crawford, Dan McNutt, Sid
and Melissa Easley, and John and
Susan Williams."
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Hazel Lancaster, left, Cordelia Taylor, center, and no Rogers peel
and slice apples for Murray First Church's Apple Pie Brigade.
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Martha Lawrence, left, Lula Bingham, center, and Julie Smith mix the dough for the pies made by the
Apple Pie Brigade at First United Methodist Church.
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Crinkle Nylon
Jogging Suits

2-Piece
Dressing

FEATURING

I

39.99
25% Off 30% Off
Choose from a great
assortment of 2-Piece
Dressing including
blazers, skirts, pants,
sweaters, & blouses in
Junior & Misses sizes.

Date: Saturday October 12
Time: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Reg.69.00

The best new looks in
Nylon Jogging Suits in
a beautiful assortment
of fashion colors.
Junior & Misses sizes.

All-Weather Coats with
Zip-Out Lining.... 59.99 Reg. 109.99
Central Shopping Center
Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8 Sun. 1-5
• 753-7991
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*Coloring Contest
*Best Costume - Win a Readmore Gift Certificate
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famous name Fall Dresses
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Riddle and Phillips wedding planned
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CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 5A)

Alpha Omicron
Pi Chapter will
host consultant

Dana Lynn Riddle and
Johnny Mac Phillips to marry

--Infantry Division plans reunion
Company M, 291st Infantry,
75th Infantry Division, United
States Army, will have its fourth
reunion Oct. 17 to 20 at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park, Cadiz.
Charles L. Eldridge, Murray,
said 23 men left Calloway County
on March 23, 1943, for Camp
Breckenridge for service in the
Armed Forces during World War
II. All of these men but a very few
went to a new division, the 75th
Infantry, which was very active in
Germany.
Eldridge said many of the men
never came home.
Robert 0. Miller of Murray will
be the featured speaker at the banquet on Saturday, Oct. 19, at 6:30
p.m. at the lodge. He will also present special awards.

0 en house glanned sSunday
Thursday, Oct. 10
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter No. SO Royal and Select
Masters/7:30 p.m./Masonic Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Riddle of
Tampa, Fla., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Dana Lynn, to Johnny Mac Phillips, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Phillips of Rt. 6,
Murray.
Miss Riddle is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Riddle of
Tampa and of Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
Garity of Mobile, Ala.
Mr. Phillips is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts of Rt. 7,
Murray, and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Phillips.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently employed
at Fisher-Price.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is presently serving in
the United States Army undergoing
Advanced Individual Training at
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Md.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Dec. 28, 1991.
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The welcome and introduction of
Miller will be by Eldridge. Harry
W. Barnes will be master of ceremonies. Carl Bailiff will give the
pledge to the flag and David B.
Zylstra will give the invocation.
Responses will be by Arthur F.
Olson, John V. White, Harry W.
Barnes, and others who desire to
speak.
A Sing-A-Long will be led by
David and Carolyn Zylstra.
Anthony Bohannon will sing "God
Bless The U.S.A." and A.L. Singleton will give the benediction.
The reunion will open on Friday,
Oct. 18, at 4 p.m. Meetings will be
at 4 p.m. with Albert Singleton in
charge and at 7:30 p.m. with
Richard Schmid in charge.
A social hour will start at 8 a.m.

on Saturday with the business
meeting of the men at 10:15 a.m.
Saturday with Herschel Leibowitz
in charge. Tours of Land Between
the Lakes with guides from TVA
.bc_from 1 to 3 p.m..
On Sunday, Oct. 20, a devotional
service led by Arthur Olson will be
at 9:30 a.m. At 9:50 a.m. a recognition and farewell meeting will be
led by Charles L. Eldridge.
Members of the 1991 Reunion
Committee are Chester and Lula
McKenzie, Kenneth and Dale Johnson, and Charles L. and Kate
Eldridge.
Special programs with "A Salute
in Memory of .Our Known
Departed Comrads" and their
names have prepared for the
banquet.

Delta Omega Chapter of Alpha
Omicron Pi International Women's
Fraternity at Murray State University will host a chapter consultant,
Holly Eippert, Nov. 3-10.
Miss Eippert is a trained resource person, and a liaison between
the local chapter and the international organization. She will be
evaluating the chapter at many different activities, including the Mr.
MSU pageant which is sponsored
by the sorority.
Chapter consultants work with
the collegiate chapters and colonies
of Alpha Omicron Pi, emphasizing
community and campus involvement, leadership and scholastic
achievement. They have been
trained in communication and
chapter operations, and are prepared to share new ideas with
members of the fraternity across
the continent.
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded
in 1897 at Barnard College of Columbia University in New York. the
fraternity has consistently encouraged leadership and academic
excellence of its more than 90,000
members. Philanthropy is a priority, with more than $640,000 in
grants being donated to arthritis
research by the Alpha Omicron Pi
Foundation.
The Murray State chapter is one
of 165 collegiate chapters in the
United States and Canada.

a
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Karen Hicks, right, new County Agent for Home Economics for Calloway, will be introduced to the public at an open house on Sunday,
Oct. 13, in the County Extension offices on second floor of Weaks
Community Center. The public is invited to attend the open house to
meet the Dew extension agent and to see the new offices. Also hosting
the event will be Ted Howard, county extension agent for agriculture,
and Jane Steely, county extension agent for 4-H/Youth Development.
Also assisting will be Vanda Gibson, left, president of Calloway County Homemakers and Purchase Area Homemakers Associations.

Pier I imports
FALL HOME SALE
RATTAN TRUNKS

50% OFF
BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT
Natural Colour Cosmetics
Derived From
Pure Plant and
Flower Essences
FREE Facial & Make-Over
Experience The Difference!

492-8876

753-6435
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Literature, Art events scheduled
Other contests of the American
Mothers, Inc., will include the
State Literature and Art competitions of the Cultural and Crative
Arts Program.
These will be a part of the Kentucky Association of American
Mothers to be held Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 15 and 16, at Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Categories of the literature competition are as follows: Poetry one poem, traditional or free verse,
not more than 100 lines; Short
Story - one story of 2500 words or
less; Essay or Article - one entry of
2500 words or less.
Eligibility is open to any mother;
only unpublished, non-copyrighted
material is eligible; only manuscripts which have been prejudged
in the state contests are eligible;
two to-awarded entries in each
category may be submitted by each
state.
All manuscripts must have as a
major theme an interpretation of a

moral, spiritual, or interesting concept of the American home. All
entries must be typed, doublespaced, on one side of an 81/2x11
inch piece of paper, allowing at
least one inch margin on all sides,
number the pages, state the category, number of words, and name
and address of writer.
The entry fee of $5 (check made
payable to American Mothers, Inc.)
must accompany each manuscript
submitted.
The deadline for state entries to
the state contest is Nov. 9 and
shoudl be mailed to Nancy J. Grabmyer, 304 Ninth St., Carrollton,
Ky. 41008.
Three judges will be in each
category and the judges' decision
in the national contest will be final.
State winners will be announced at
the National Convention of American Mothers, Inc. Cash awards will
be $15, first place, and $10, second
place.

CWC luncheon Tuesday
Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a "Cinderella" luncheon on Tuesday, Oct. 15, from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. The cost of the luncheon will be $5.25 per person.
The special feature will be fall
shoe fashions from The Shoe Tree.
Evelyn Willie will narrate the shoe
fashion show.
Special music will be provided
by Pat Wood. Born in West Palm
Beach, Fla., she and her husband,
E.J., moved here about a year and a
half ago. They have three children
and three grandchildren with two
more on the way.
Kay Powell of Cookeville,
Term., will be the guest speaker.
She and her husband, Gary, have
three children, Whitney, 13, Blair,
11, and Trevor, 9.
Mrs. Powell was born in Santa
Barbara, Calif. She has lived in
Germany, Illinois, Indiana, Colorado and both North and South Carolina before movitig to Tennessee.
She worked as a phaysical therapist
before becoming a fulltime
homemaker.

The guest speaker is a lady of
varied interests who enjoys photography, painting, cooking, cake
decorating, basket weaving and
pottery. She also is a collector of
both dolls and shells.
Reservations should be made by
Sunday evening, Oct. 13, by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or
Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations may
be made by calling Freda Lovett at
753-3999.
For cancellations call Sherry
Edwards at 753-8034.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no dues,
no membership fees or any obligation, said Sherry Edwards, spokesperson for MCWC.
Christian Women's Club is a
worldwide organization and is not
affiliated with any church or
denomination.
For more information about the
club call Mrs. Edwards at
753-8034.

Contestants may enter a manuscript in each of the three categories, but no contestant may receive
more than one national award.
Winning manuscripts are published
in the Annual National Literature
Awards Booklet of American
Mothers, Inc., who reserve the
right to edit winning manuscripts
which appear in any American
Mothers publication.
Categories of the state art competition include: Sculpture, $10,
bronze, other metal, wood, marble,
terra cotta, stone, other; Painting
and Graphics, $10, oil, acrylic,
wtercolor, mixed media, collage,
pen, pencil, charcoal, prints, etching, woodcuts, other; Crafts, $10,
needleworki, weaving, ceramics,
jewelry,. wood carving, other.
The state art chairman must
receive the completged Art Application form, available from Gladys
Jarrett, before the Nov. 15th deadline. Entered works of art must be
received at the state convention
between 1 and 4 p.m. on the day
before the opening session of the
state convenmtion, Nov. 15.
Hosting the Kentucky meeting at
Kentucky Dam will be Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett and Mrs. Datha McCallon,
1989 and 1990 Kentucky Mothers
of the Year, both from Calloway
County.
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers

Doctors use altered cells to battle cancer
WASHINGTON (AP) — National Institutes of Health doctors for
the first time are using genetically
altered tumor cells in an attempt to
immunize a patient against his own
cancer.
Dr. Steven A. Rosenberg, a
National Cancer Institute researcher, said the experimental therapy
was started Tuesday morning on a
47-year-old man with advanced
melanoma cancer. Federal health
officials had approved the treatment just hours before.
The procedure began when

Rosenberg injected 200 million
live, genetically altered cancer
cells into the patient's thigh.
Rosenberg said it is hoped that
tumor cells with the altered genes
will cause the man's immune system to become more sensitive to
the cancer. This will cause his
body to generate a type of immune
system cells, called lymphocytes,
that are attuned to attack the
patient's particular type of cancer.
"The idea is to use the patient's
own cancer to immunize them
against their own cancer," said

It's Ragweed Seaso

nu ON

And We Want To Help You!
Call our new service for a daily

pollen & mold count:

1-800-756-4AIR

ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Richard H. Stout, M.D., P.S.C.
Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis &
treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect allergy,
skin allergy & food allergy.
(502)753-7451 M-F
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray
Call and inquire about our new
inventory of allergy supplies.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic mustcomplete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
Back Pain

j Headaches
J Arthritis
j Bursitis
J Hip Pain

Li Painful Joints
0 Shoulder Pain
0 Arm/Leg Pain
0 Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE.

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER Our eke harpy prows.prio
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
. Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
MI=

particularly sensitive to the cancer,
"Those are the cells, because
they are close to that injection, that
have the strongest immune
response," said Rosenberg. "We
will grow them up to high numbers
(in the laboratory) and then give
them back to the patient."
He said more than 200 billion of
the lymphocytes will be injected
into the patient to boost his
une response against the
osen rg emphasized that the
treatment is highly experimental
and is not available for general use.
In laboratory studies, genetically
altered tumor cells injected into
mice have caused cancers to disappear, leaving the animals immune
to the tumor.

Because the human procedure
uses gene modification, it required
the approval of the Food and Drug
Administration and an NIH committee. The committee ,approved.
the experiment Monday and it was
given final approval Monday night
by NIB Director Bernadine Healy.
The experiment then started at
10:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Rosenberg said he and his team
already had taken tumor cells from
the patient and genetically modified those cells in the laboratory
over a Three-month period. The
experiment was ready as soon as
approval was given, he said.
"It takes three minutes to inject
the cells, but three months to make
them," he said.
The tumor cells were modified
by inserting into their nucleus a

gene for tumor necrosis factor or
INF. This is a powerful anti-tumor
chemical.
With this gene insertion, Rosenberg said it is hoped that .the

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

J Neck Pain
J Stiffness
J Numbness

Rosenberg. "It's like a vaccine,
but when you think of a vaccine,
it's usually to prevent a disease.
Here, we're actually treating an
advanced cancer."
In a second phase of the procedure, doctors in three weeks will
remove lymph glands that drain the
injection site. From these glands,
they will take lymphocytes that are

injected tumor cells will stimulate
the body's lymphocytes to recognize proteins on the cancer cell surface as foreign. This will cause the
body to mount an immune system
reaction that will attack all cancer
cells throughout the body.

Snake-handling
preacher charged
with assaulting wife
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SCOTTSBORO, Ala. (AP) — A
snake-handling preacher was
charged with assault after he

allegedly forced his wife to stick
her hand in a snake box and she
was bitten twice by a rattler.
"This is not a religious situation," Police Chief Keith Smith
said. "Whether this is a snake or a
gun, it's the same."
Glen Dale Summerford, 46, former minister at the Goosepond
Pentecostal Holiness Church, was
arrested Monday and jailed on
$20,000 bail.
His wife, Darlene Summerford,
36, was hospitalized, the police
chief said. Her condition was
withheld.
Mrs. Summerford was bitten Friday and again Saturday at the couple's home, where officers found
13 rattlesnakes and three copperheads, authorities said.
"I believe the particular religion
is one known to handle snakes as
part of their meetings," the police
chief said.
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Woman removes
sister's tongue
during jail stay
CHESTER, S.C. (AP) — A
woman ripped out her sister's
tongue piece by piece with her
fingernails while the two were in
jail, a sheriff said.
Donna Doxie, 24, told police she
was removing a demon from her
sister, Melody Shelton, 28, said
Sheriff Bobby Orr.
"They all indicated they were
involved in some son of witchcraft," Orr said.
He said Shelton apparently
offered no resistance and never
called for help.
The two women were taken to a
hospital for a psychiatric evaluation, the sheriff said. No immediate
charges were filed.
Doxie, Shelton and two other
sisters were being held on
disorderly-conduct and assault
charges at the time Sunday, Orr
said.
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Contract Bridge
A Precautionary Measure

QUARTER MONDAY
Every Monday during the month
of October

Tomorrow: First-class detective work.
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable
NORTH
•K 8 5 2
v A .1 9
• Q63
+974
EAST
WEST
Q J10763
+9
V K 86
V Q1075432
•742
• ASS
4h A
+63
SOUTH
+A4
•—
• K J 109
•KQ110852
The bidding:
South
North
East
West
2V
Dble
2 NT
1*
5+
Pass
Opening lead — nine of spades.
There are easy hands to play, and
there are also difficult ones. Fortunately, the easy hands far outnumber the difficult hands. And so,
because of this, a player's success
depends not so much on his ability to
execute exotic squeezes, coups and
endplays as it does on how well he
handles the run-of-the-mill hands.
There is nothing complicated in the
play of today's hand, yet it is easy to
go astray and fail to make five clubs:
The deal occurred in a duplicate tournament,and of the 12 Souths who got
to five clubs only two made the contract!
The opening lead invariably was
the nine of spades. At most tables,
South won with the ace and played a
trump. East took the ace and returned
a spade, which West ruffed. Declarer
still had to lose a diamond trick and so
went down one.
This outcome was avoided at the
two tables where South took the spade
lead with dummy's king, cashed the
ace of hearts,and discarded the ace of
spades on it!
When declarer now led a trump, it
wag'no longer'possible to stop the
contract. East took the ace of clubs
and led a spade, but declarer ruffed
high, drew West's last trump, and
conceded a diamond trick, thus
making the contract.
Certainly the situation demands
that declarer win the spade lead in
dummy and dispose of his ace of
spades, which is a millstone around

Members of the Calloway County High School speech team, from left,
Misty Ernstberger, Laura Luciano and Sarah Walker discuss the
team's fund-raising drive.

Calloway County speech team
offers top-quality Florida citrus
The Calloway County High
School speech team is offering
genuine Indian River Florida citrus
to area residents in a fund-raising
drive.
According to campaign director,
Larry England, the funds will be
used for traveling and tournament
expenses.
The Calloway County speech
team has been selling quality citrus
for 22 years. The speech team
encountered some problems with
the citrus and the company that
sppplied last year's citrus. According to-Eng1astd, the problem has
been Corrected.
England stated, "We ale buying
directly from the grove in Vero
Beach, Florida. The company is
Sunny Fresh Citrus and is owned
by Jean Bell, formerly of western
Kentucky. Jean has guaranteed that
the fruit will be the best and the
freshest Florida has to offer.

"If any of our customers have
any questions they can call toll free
1-800-845-1481."
Indian River oranges are famous
for their juicy flavor and the
grapefruit are known to be so sweet
that they don't require sugar. This
tree ripened citrus from Sunny
Fresh Groves is guaranteed perfect
and surprisingly low priced.
Members of the speech team will
be taking orders from Oct. 9 to
Dec. 3. Or, you can phone in your
order by calling Calloway County
High SC114)01 at -7534141 or
753-9459.
Don't miss your opportunity to
taste this famous citrus and help
out the Calloway County speech
team at the same time in reaching
their goal.
The speech team appreciates the
support of the community, according to team captain Sarah Walker.

I SAVE 35( ON COTTONEIHR
6 AND 12 ROLL

CONVENIENCE PACKS
Shell Prints
The softest decorated 2-ply tissue
you can buy.
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his neck. But to make this play judging by the ten declarers who
failed — is much easier said than
done, since it is highly unusual for a
player to discard an ace on an ace.
It is mostly a matter of training
one's self to say at the start of the play.
"What can defeat me?" Since the
answer is that only a spade ruff can
defeat the contract, declarer immediately focuses on seeking a means to
counter that possibility.

•Selfserve bays
*Vacuums
*Air fresheners

All

25C
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753-0548

MIAMI INDIAN
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E. Broadway Mayfield
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Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday

DOORS OPEN 5:00 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:00
* Call About Weekly Specials *
247-8537
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Compare
_Interest RatesL
You're looking for an organization, with
a rock-solid financial record, that offers
competitive interest rates on annuities.
Look to Woodmen of the World. We're
a 101-year-old fraternal benefit society
that offers single premium and flexible
premium deferred annuities. But best of
all, you can earn an initial guaranteed
interest rate of
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COLD & FLU SEASON

HEALTH WATCH
October 7 - 12

Hypo-Allergenic White
Clinically tested to be gentle and
non-irritating.
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The Cold War Isn't Over!
As cold and flu season arrives, so does the enemy: sneezes,
sniffles, coughs and stuffy noses. Arm yourself
at Medicine Shoppe® pharmacy!

Come to our FREE
Cold & Flu Clinic
Discuss strategies for fighting your colds and
flu with our expert pharmacist and staff.

oduct

• FREE Cold& Flu guide, stockpiled
with tips on preventing colds and
flu, understanding medication
labels, and much more.
• FREE Cough & Cold Product guide,an
in-depth guide to choosing cold medications.

12-PACK available in

white, lightly scented,
with easy carry handle.

We Accept These Insurance Plans:
PCS, State Public Aid, Restat, APS, Health Trends, Blue Cross, Lancaster Newspaper
and most others.

r-- Medicine Shoppe. Coupon F389

If you have any questions
or comments, please call us
toll-free at 1-800-Tel-Scqf
(1-800-835-7268)9-5 ET
weekdays.
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Damage suit dismissed against
Ford because of technical reasons
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ford
Motor Co. won dismissal, for technical reasons, of a damage suit that
said many vehicles made in the late
1970s slipped unexpectedly into
reverse.
The appeal listed as its plaintiff
John F. Walsh, who settled his own
lawsuit against Ford and gave up
all claims against the company in
1987, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit
said Tuesday.
Because no other plaintiff was
listed on the appeal it may not be
reviewed by the court, the three
judge panel said.
Walsh and about 100 other plaintiffs originally filed suit in 1981,
seeking damages from Ford on the
ground that many cars and trucks it
manufactured between 1976 and
1979 had defective automatic transmissions that could slip from park
into reverse gear.
Ford contended the problem was
not in the way the transmissions
were manufactured, but that some
drivers apparently were not using

Judge agrees to
settlement, closes
books on Valdez case
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
A judge closed the book on all
government litigation over the
Exxon Valdez oil spill, accepting a
$1 billion settlement that costs
Exxon Corp. $25 million more than
a previous deal and applies more
money toward the damaged
environment.
Under the deal, approved Tuesday by U.S. District Judge H. Russel Holland, the oil giant pleaded
guilty to four misdemeanor pollution charges.
The penalties stemming from the
nation's worst oil spill are the
highest ever assessed in the United
States for dnvironmental damages.
Five Months ago, Holland
rejected a similar $1 billion settlement, saying it failed to punish
Exxon enough for the March 1989
accident.
In approving the new deal, he
said it provided $50 million more
for restoring Alaska's Prince William Sound. He also praised
Exxon's response to the spill, calling it a "good corporate citizen."
"I suspect some who want the
-fines piled on are more interested
in revenge than they are in restitution and rehabilitation," Holland
said.
His action ended litigation
between the oil giant, Alaska and
the federal government. Hundreds
of lawsuits filed against Exxon by
private individuals still are
pending.
Lawyers for private plaintiffs
said the settlement may lead to
simpler, speedier trials for them.
Environmentalists and others
said the penalties were insufficient
to punish the oil giant or restore
the environment caused when the
tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground
and spilled nearly 11 million gallons of crude, killing wildlife and
damaging native villages that live
off the land and water.

FDA believed ready
to approve second
treatment for AIDS
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them properly. The company mailed instructions to car owners, and
the government decided not to
order a recall.
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice Boneless
Sirloin Tip or Rolled Rump

U.S. Choice

ound Steak
1 69

Owen s Best
95', Lean

Lb.

I

Ground
Round
$ 1 99

Ribeye Steaks
99

Pork Chops

Roast

Eckrich
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Franks
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Boneless 1.89 lb.

Boneless Center Cut
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Boneless Sirloin
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Sausage
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$ 1 99
Seaboard Farms Grade 'A'

Owen's Best Family Pack

Whole Fryer

Ground Beef

9

Hawaiian
Punch

Lb.

46 oz

Partin's Hot or Reg.

U.S. Choice

Sausage
Ribeye Steak
$ 1 59 Sweet
99
Cake
I Lb.
Lb.

Lb.
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

1% Milk
$ 1 89

99c

1

9

Prairie Farm

Duncan Hines

Stokelys M.xed

Mix

Peas
14 oz

-

79°

279

Flay-O-Rich

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Caffeine Free

2% Milk
99

2 Liter

Gal.

I

Sochi k
the edt

99°

Crisco or Puritan
i
48 oz. $

1 89
Cheer Liquid

Stokely F.S. or Cut

3/$100

Green Beans

14 oz
Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden

Corn

$399

Detergent

64 oz

Vieth

$ 59

Chili w/Beans

15 oz

24 oz

Ronco Reg. or Thin

Sparkle Single Roll

Spaghetti

Paper Towels

Peanut Butter

Chicken & Dumplings

18 oz.

Hamburger Helper

eli
Baby

BBQ Pork
$499

Swiss Cheese

BBQ Beef
59

$3

b

$429
Lb

Owen's Best

Roast Beef
[
•$499

7.5 oz. $

1

10

O'Sage Raggedy Ripe Freestone

Peaches

$ 1 09

29 oz.

I

Armour
2/$ 1 00

Vienna Sausage

5 oz.
Quaker Instant Asst. 10 Pk.

Oatmeal

$219

Carnation

Coca Mix

10 ipk.
19
Paramount Sweet or
Buy 1 Get 1

Dill Slices

16 oz.

FREE

q /10-Cligee
Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Famous

Owen's Best

$119

Betty Crocker

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Diet Sprite 12 pk. cans

Lb

69'

Sweet Sue 24 oz.

Jif
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration is
believed ready to approve a second
drug for the treatment of AIDS.
An FDA advisory panel last July,
recommended approval of the anti-'
viral drug didanosine, or DDI, for
use in adults and children who do
not respond to or cannot tolerate
AZT, the only fully approved antiAIDS drug.
FDA officials declined Tuesday
to say when the agency would act
on Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.'s
request for approval. However,
AIDS activists said approval was
expected this week, and FDA Commissioner David Kessler scheduled
a news conference for today to
make a drug announcement.
Neither DDI nor AZT is a cure
for AIDS, but they can slow progression of the disease. Both drugs
can have serious side effects.
AIDS activists said the longawaited approval of DDI would
give people infected with the
human immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV, more therapy options. But
they said access to the drug will
hinge on its price and on its coverage by third-party payers such as
insurance companies.
Over the past two years, more
than 22,000 Americans with AIDS
have gouen DDI at no cost under a
special expanded access program
financed by Bristol-Myers Squibb.

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Turkey Breast
99

Wash. State
X-Fancy Red
or Golden Del

California
Iceberg

Dole
Golden Ripe

Apples

Lettuce

Bananas

29

$3 69'

Lb

Lb.
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Boneless Pit

5 Lb. Bag
Russett

Large Head
Fresh

Florida Pink
New Crop

Baked Ham
$389
Lb

Potatoes
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Grapefruit

790 99c 3/99
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SECTION B
Calloway educators see Russian education up close
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledgor 8 Times Staff Writer

The educational reform in the
state of Kentucky has drawn heavy
attention across the Commonwealth, while serving as a model
for others in the United States. The
all-encompassing reforms within
the Soviet Union have drawn attention on an international level.
Several weeks ago, educators
from three countries met to discuss
new educational programs within
the U.S.S.R.
Educators from Russia, Norway
and the United States met in the
Soviet Union to discuss education
reforms at the U.S.S.R.'s Sochi

Workshop.
Calloway County Schools assistant superintendents Dr. Nancy
Lovett and Dr. Taylor Hollin were
invited to the Sept. 5-15 workshop
by the Soviet Minister of Education. The workshop was hosted by
EMTEC, an international learning
cooperative.
Lovett and Hollin were the only
Americans on the panel, which
worked on projects for reform, particularly at the pre-school level.
"What you hear right now is
about their political and economical reforms," Lovett said upon
returning. "But they are also concerned about educational reform.
"We (Lovett and Hollin) were

invited because they are very interested in our Regional Training
Center," she said of the Center,
which services 28 school districts
in western Kentucky.
Lovett and Hollin made a presentation on the Center and toured
pre-schools to learn more about
their system.
"They are very concerned with
the education of young children,"
Hollin said. "Their programs were
very imaginative and often focused
on expression."
Feedom to express and a focus
on art was one of the points most
remembered by the two Calloway
Countians.
One stereotype often carried by
Americans is the hard, emotionless
Russian lifestyle. Lovett and Hollin
pointed out the many similarities
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
in regards to pre-school education.
Their non-traditional classrooms
were decorated with murals and
- other forms of art; often crafted by
the students. Attention was given
to nature and the environment.
Gardens occupied the playgrounds,
which were a vital tool in the preschool learning process.
"They (educators) were very sensitive to children," Lovett stated.
"That's one of the changes in their
educational system."
"Each one (school) was different
from the others," Hollin said of the
many visits around Sochi, 1,600
miles south of Moscow. "And the
kids seemed very happy there.

Russian culture, not just education.
In the U.S., educational funding
competes with other programs,
such as the defense budget. The
same is true in the U.S.S.R.
(The average teacher's salary in
the Soviet Union is 300 rubles per
month, or $100 in American
currency.)
In keeping with Paristroika and
Glastnost, democracy is often
stressed in the Russian classroom,
according to Lovett and Hollin.
However, getting it from the chalkboard to the streets is something
that the two Americans often wondered about, and doubted, while in
the U.S.S.R.
"It really bothers you," Hollin
said. "The excitement of the people
(about a democratic society) is so
great, but then reality would hit
me."
Lovett and Hollin both agreed
that a push towards a democratic
society would be a slow one, mainly because of their deep- cultural
MOM
"It's going to be a major problem," Hollin noticed. "The thing
we noticed is that the (Russian)
people wait for the government to
do it. They don't challenge
anything."
Still, the impression of the
Soviets' educational system was
positive. Their use of computers,
excellent student health care creative expression, and concern for
pre-school education stood out.
In fact, they both agreed that it
may be education, and in particular
"People there take education the young Russian school children,
very seriously," tIollin explained that lead the way in all Russian
- -`reforres:
of the Russian people. mTbat (edu- '
"They are trying to reeducate
cation) is their way of achieving."
Still, the Soviet Union faces children without propaganda and
many of the same problems that the values of communism for the
Lovett and Hollin left behind for first time in many years," Hollin
noted. "The new values they are
10 days.
Like all programs which aim to trying to instill revolve around the
improve the present position, there process of democracy.
"That's a major, major adustis usually one obstacle — money.
The Soviet Union's wide-range ment to get that to trickle down to
reform will affect many area's of education."

Sochi kindergarten students gather on the playground, a vital part of
the educational process complete with gardens.

lip WAREHOUSE
111 FOODS
759-1144

A Sochi pre-school student demonstrates the Russian's attention to
motor skills during a classroom sisit by Dr. Nancy 1.mett and Dr.
Taylor Hollin.
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SPORTS
Thomas wins region golf crown

MIDD

Big Train

Sports Writer

Twin reliever stops rally

Jim LITKE
Associated Press

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Todd Thonifis was Mr. Consistency Tuesday afternoon, so now he can be called Mr. Regional
Champion.
The Murray High junior fired a one-over 72 at the
Princeton Country Club, besting Mayfield's Jason
Lancaster. by two strokes to win the First Region
Boys' Golf title.
Thomas and teammate Adam Grogan, who fired a
77, both qualified individually for the state tournament, set for next week in Elizabethtown. Mayfield
won the individual title, while runner-up Paducah
Tilghman also qualified for the state tourney.
"I just stayed calm for 18 holes and hit the ball well
all day," Thomas said. "I didn't hit all the greens, but
I did a good job of getting up and down for pars."
Three bogeys, two birdies and 13 pars. And after
taking command by battling for a birdie on the par-5
14, Thomas pared out to win the title.
On 14, his drive was wide left, his second shot was
wide right, but his third shot was on the green and he
hit a good putt for birdie.
Thomas said he had played well before at the
6.141-yard PCC course, and felt confident going into
Tuesday's round.
"I just had a good feeling," Thomas said.
Grogan meanwhile was not having a good feeling.
One of the favorites for the individual title, he sputered most of the day before hitting a clutch birdie
putt on the par-5 17th.
"I knew going into the last two holes that I had to
bridie one of them," Grogan said. "I was three-over
after two holes, and that can really get you thinking."
- Tiger coach Judy Muehlemaii was happy to have
two Tigers headed to the state tourney — and to have
a regional champ.
"We're really proud of Todd," Muehleman said.
"You could tell by his demeanor that he just kept his
cool all day. It couldn't happen to a better kid. He's
really worked hard for this."
Murray finished six strokes back in third place.
Ryan Haverstock fired a 38 on the back-nine to finish
with a 84, while Jeremiah Rayburn.shot a 90 for MHS.
Calloway finished in the pack with a 371, paced by
Josh Roberts who fired an 89. Jessie Rooker shot a 92, Murray's Todd Thomas won the regional golf title
while Eric Gallimore shot a 94. John Nix fired a 96 Tuesday by firing a one-over 72 at the Princeton
for the Lakers.
Country Club.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Pop flies were eluding the home team. Hometown hero Jack Morris was getting hammered. A 5-0 laugher had become
nothing to laugh about — a one-run game with two on and 3 dangerous
,batter at the plate.
The Thunderdomc had become the Wonderdome as Minnesota Twins
fans put their Homer Hankies in their pockets and wondered if they would
have to use them later to dry their tears.
And then the Big Train, Carl Willis, came steaming in from the
bullpen.
Willis, 30, in his ninth minor league season before the Twins summoned him in April, retired all seven hitters he faced Tuesday, preserving
Morris' 5-4 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays in Game 1 of the AL
playoffs.
"The Big Train was comin' down the tracks, so we knew we were all
right," catcher Junior Ortiz said. "He deserves some points as the MVP
of the season for us."
Carl Willis? MVP?
Here's a guy who was so horrible in Triple-A last year (6.39 ERA) that
he went back to college to get his degree "because I didn't think any
team would give me a job."
Instead, he made a team that was hungry for middle relief, went 8-3
during the season and became the unlikeliest of heroes in the biggest
game of his life.
"From a personal standpoint, this is unquestionably the highlight of my
career," Willis said. "I sat in my recliner last year and watched the
World Series. I'm just thankful I didn't give up on everything."
Tuesday, he gave up nothing.
Morris (1-0) cruised through five innings with a 5-1 lead and a threehitter. Chili Davis drove in two first-inning runs, Greg Gagne's single
keyed a two-run second and Shane Mack had an RBI double in the third
as the Twins refused to knuckle under to Tom Candiotti's floaters.
The Twins turned the tables on the speedy Blue Jays, stealing a seasonhigh four bases and throwing out Roberto Alomar at the plate in the
fourth.
- -But-after getting-the first our
sixth,- Morris gave up five straight
singles as the Blue Jays tied the New York Yankees' 10-year-old AL
playoff record. One of the hits was a blooper that second baseman Chuck
Knoblauch never saw. Two of the hits came onc032"pitches, one after Joe
Carter fouled off five straight Morris offerings, another by Kelly Gruber
that drove in Toronto's last two runs.
Enter the Big Train.
Candy Maldonado sent Willis' second pitch deep to left-center and left
fielder Dan Gladden stumbled before making a catch against the wall.
"When it left the bat, I thought it had a chance to go," Maldonado
said. "Unfortunately, it wasn't meant to be for us."
"After that," Willis said, "I settled down."
He was perfect until Rick Aguilera relieved him with two outs in the
eighth. Aguilera, whose 42 regular-season saves tied a Minnesota record,
gave up John Olerud's single before easily getting the last four batters.

Racers hope to mend wounds Homecoming weekend
By STEVE

PARKER
Murray Ledgor & Times Staff Writer

With injuries mounting every
time they lace up their cleats, the
Murray State Racers hope that
coming home for Homecoming will
cure many ills.
After dropping a 28-7 decision at
Tennessee State last Saturday, the
Racers will host the Univeristy of
Tennessee-Martin, Saturday at 2:30
p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
"It's our homecoming and the
7 Years kerience

HAW INS'
ROOFING
!slew or Rep&
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
. Rt. 1, Box 126A
Hazel, Ky

(502) 492-8338

only time a lot of people will see
us play this year," Racer head
coach Mike Mahoney said at Tuesday's press luncheon. "We want to
make a good impression and give
our alumni and fans a victory."
As has been the top subject in
talking with Mahoney the last several weeks, the Racer coach
updated the latest injury report.
"The way I figure it right now,
we're down seven starters and two
backups," he explained. "Tomas
Cobb and Norman Mims are the
two big injuries from Saturday.
Both of them sustained knee, injuries. Cobb could possibly be out
for the season and Mims will probably be out for six weeks."
Senior Greg Armstrong will
move from right tackle to Mims'
left guard position and 6-4, 275
pound sophomore Matt Berhow
will get his first start at right
tackle.
Quarterback Tremain Lewis is
expected to start this week after sitting out at Tennessee State. The
bruised bone in his leg causes the

753-4563

junior some pain, but there is no
chance of furthering the injury,
Mahoney said.
Defensively, the Racers will be
tested by the Pacers' run-and-shoot
offense, led by quarterback Leonard Williams.
"He's pretty scary," Mahoney
said of the 5-9, 165 pound UTM
quarterback. "Of the kids (quarterbacks) we've played against so far,
he's a lot like Thorne at Eastern

Illinois. He's got a good arm and
he's mobile."
The Racers, who improved their
pass rush at Tennessee State, will
look to pressure Williams and give
up the short passes underneath to
stop the Pacers' potent attack.
"We have to be patient," Mahoney said. "Nobody gets beat with
the short pass underneath. You get
beat with the 50 to 60 yard
bombs."
UTM has beaten three OVC

Murray posts easy win over TSU
Staff Reports
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray State Racer volleyball team stayed in the OVC
championship race with an easy
win- over Tennessee State on
Tuesday.
The Racers routed the Lady
Tigers, 15-7, 15-3, 15-2 as Murray
improved to 6-9 overall and 4-1 in
the OVC.
The Racers travel to Richmond
on Friday for a crucial league
encounter with Eastern Kentucky,
and face Morehead State on
Saturday.
Jill Doty led the Racers with 15
kills in the win over the Lady
Tigers, and the senior also had 10
digs. Roseanne Brown had a teamhigh six blocks.
The Racers also welcomed two
returnees to the lineup. Junior
Renee Bailey, who injured an ankle
earlier in the season, returned to
the lineup, while Melisa Webster,
who played on the team's 1989
OVC Tournament champions,
returned to the squad for her first
action since 1989.

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY'S
FUTURE
•

teams this season: Southeast Missouri, Morehead and Tennessee
Tech. Their 4-1 start, the second
such start under six-year head
coach Don McLeary.
The Racers won the last meeting
24-3 at UTM in 1989. Michael
Proctor wag 27-of-37 for 346
yards.
The Racers' offensive player of
the week was David Cox and
defensive tackle Chaz Carpenter
was defensive player of the week.

• • • •

Murray's Renee Bailey serves during MSU's 3-0 win over Tennessee
State at the Carr Health Building.

SOCCER
The Calloway County Lakers
erupted for six goals in the first
15-minutes of the second half as
they downed Caldwell County 6-0
Tuesday in Princeton.
(Coed on page 38)
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Home is sweet
for Twins

SOCC

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — In
case the Toronto Blue Jays harbored any illusions just how
unwelcome they really were, in
case they thought the constant
screaming and the tens of thousands of silly little "Homer
Hankies" waving in the nonbreeze might be directed at
someone else, one resourceful
Minnesotan went to the trouble
of spelling it out in red, white
and blue.
"Hey Toronto," read the banner draped over the upper-deck
railing in right-center field of
the Metrodome, "this is the
AMERICAN League."
So it is. But if we're going
to be picky about it, maybe we
should also require that playoff
games being played on this side
of the border be played in an
American ballpark — which this
joint most definitely is not.
Biosphere III, maybe. A fully
equipped, fully _ carpeted porch
with enough seating to invite
55,000 or so of your closest
friends over for a beer,
possibly. A rec room with an
awesome stereo rig for those
teen-agers who can't get enough
of Guns 'N Roses, perhaps.
But a ballpark? With exactly
are they trying to kid?
When the late Billy Martin
brought his Yankee team
through tht. Metrodome in one
of his frequent stints as manager, he left muttering about a
"Chinese ping-pong palace." A
few years back, before Mike
Ditka was to bring the Chicago
Bears here for a football game
with ,the Vikings, he laced on a
pair of skates for photographers
and suggested they turn it into
a roller rink.
Before a World Series game
in 1987, then-Si Louis manager
Whitey Herzog saw fluttering
behind the right-field wall —
which resembles a Hefty
garbage bag stretched 20 feet
high and 150 foot across — he
snuck behind it to investigate.
"I thought," an embarrassed
Herzog admitted later, "that
they might be hiding a family
back there."
Of course, Toronto manager
Cito Gaston wouldn't admit to
any dislike for the Metrodome
on Tuesday night, if only
because his team has to play
here again today. They also
have to go back to their own
dome — the one with the
retractable roof on the other
side of the border — for at
least two more games.
"This place doesn't bother
us," Gaston said after Minnesota hung a 5-4 collar on the
Jays. "As I said, the National
League teams are the only ones
that have complained about this
place.
"And I hope," he added,
"that they don't get a chance
•
to do it this year."
He may yet get his wish. But
he is definitely off-base about
nobody but the NL teams
complaining.
"I've been here nearly eight
years and believe me, it never
gets easier," Twins shortstop
Gary Gagne said. "Never."
Which explains how Tuesday
night, Minnesota left fielder Dan
Gladden, who's played here five
years, nearly blew two routine
fly balls. And how the Twins
nearly blew the ALCS opener
on what, in any other American
ballpark save those other abominations in Houston and Seattle,
would have been a routine
popout.
The situation was this: Roberto Alomar was at the plate and
(Conrd on page 38)

Jane Rogers

305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Century 21)

753-9627

State Farm Sells Life Insurance.
State Farm Life Insurance Company
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

SerViCeMASTER
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707
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Actions& Reactions

MED

MEI

Both the Calloway Middle Lakers and the Murray Middle Tigers showed
offensive firepower in victories Tuesday night. The Lakers got four touchdowns from Brent Anderson as Calloway downed Fulton City 38-22. Anderson rushed for 170 yards and two touchdowns, and also caught two scores
from quarterback Sam Arnett. Arnett also rushed for a score while going
7-of-11 in the air. Steve Pasek led the Laker defense with nine tackles,
while Jeremy Rose had six tackles and two sacks.
.Murray roared to an easy 46-12 whipping over Trigg County. Marcellous
Foster scored two touchdowns, one on a 25-yard touchdown run, and the
other a 40-yard interception return. He also threw a 54-yard TO pass
Jeremy Olive. Tracy Feezor had two rushing scores for the Tigers, while
Preston Weatherly tossed a TD pass for Devon Ballard. Allan Thompson
returned a fumbled snap 53-yards for a score as well. MMS coach Scott
Turner cited Raymond Duvall, Josh Emerson, Clay Ryan and Jon Bell for
their defensive work.

SOCCER

r-

The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will renamed the west field
of the Bee Creek Complex in honor of Mohamad Mo Soltani, a former Murray High soccer coach who died in an automobile accident earlier this year.
The MCCSA will dedicate the field on Sunday, October 12th at 2 p.m. A
brief ceremony will be followed by a junior varsity contest between Murray
High and Calloway County. All friends and former players of Soltani are
invited.

BASEBALL
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — An unidentified New Jersey woman claimed New
York Mets pitcher David Cone raped her in a hotel, but police said they have
not determined there was a crime.
BOSTON (AP) — Joe Morgan was fired as manager of the Boston Red
Sox and replaced with former Boston third baseman Butch Hobson.
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Sal Bando replaced Harry Dalton as general manager of the Milwaukee Brewers. Owner Bud Selig said Dalton, 63, will be
reassigned to a senior vice president and will work on special projects.
ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Braves added catcher Jerry Willard and
pitcher Randy St. Claire to their 25-man playoff roster. They replace first
baseman Nick Esasky and pitcher Juan Berenguer, both sidelined with
injuries.
HOUSTON (AP) — Houtson Astros manager Art Howe and coaches Matt
Galante, Phil Garner, Bob Cluck, Ed Ott and Rudy Jaramillo signed contracts for the 1992 season.

(Coned from page 21i)
Toronto was trailing 5-1 in the
top of the sixth with Devon
White at first after a one-out
single. As White broke to steal
second, Alomar sent the ball
toward the roof and both Gagne
and Minnesota second baseman
Chuck Knoblauch tried to fool
White by pretending to set up
for a double-play ground ball.
"When White finally realized
it was hit in the air, he had to
turn back for first. So it worked," Gagne said, adding sheepishly, "for a while anyway."
The problem wai that when
both infielders looked back toward the roof for the ball. neith-

The Insurance Center
of Murray

er of them had any idea where
it was. It landed between them
behind second base and the
Jays came up with three more
singles and three runs. Unfortunately for Toronto, however, the
sky didn't open up any more
after that.
Told that both Gagne and
Knoblauch talked first about
decoying White from taking second and only later about where
the ball was, Gladden laughed
and spit out a one-liner that.
with the language sanitized,
should become the cardinal rule
for all who play here:
— Forget the decoy business.
Catch the damned ball."

Murray post
(Coned from page 2B)
Todd Earwood opened the scoring off an assist from Brandon
Lucas, while Matt lm egs made it 2-0
with help from Brian On.
Seth Arant put Calloway up 3-0
with an assist from Brian Barnett.
Arant then assisted on two goals,
setting up Eric Johnson and Jessie
Arant.
Earwood closed the scoring with
an unassisted score.
Paul Hart recorded his second
straight shutout in net for the
Lakers.
Calloway will host Heath on
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MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL
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BUSINESS • HOME • PAR • HEALTH'• LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King
PREP FOOTBALL

Others 'sawn rotes Scot Co . Graves Co .
Asnlard Blazer Owensbor0. Covington Catholic
ts Heights Veads Co Cawood Franklin Co
oos PS.'he

LOUISVILLE Ky (API — The top teams ,n the
Kentucky Assoaated Pale high school football polls
with first-place votes records total palms and Oral
ous ra rlig I ngS
Cl... AAAA
Rank-School
FPV Sod TP Pits
.
1 Lou Tnnity
i'91 6-0 190
2
2 Lex Tales Creek
6-0 147
3 Lou Ballard
5-1 142
3
4 Lou Farrdale
4
6-0 141
5 Clark Co
6-0 t12
6
6 Boone Co
5-1
79
7
7 Henderson Co
5-1
74
5
8 Lou Male
8
5-1 61
9
9 Chnstan Co
5-I 48
10
10 Lou St Xavier
32 34
Others receiving votes Jessamne Co Nonh
Hardin

•••

Thursday.
• • • •
Meanwhile, the Lady Lakers
shutout 3-0 by Marshall County as
Calloway couldn't solve Marshall
goalkeeper Lia Rommelman.
The Lady Lakers fired 16 shots
at the Lady Marshal keeper, but
she held her ground.
Krista Stalls had 10 saves in goal
for the Lady Lakers, who will host
the four-team post-season tournament beginning on Monday, as
Calloway, Marshall, St. Mary and
Murray High will battle for the
girls' soccer title.

753-8355

Clews AAA
Renk-School
FPV
1 Warren Central
117>
(1)
2 Paducah flignrnan
3 Bowing Green
4 Coy Holmes
5 Belfry
6 Leslie Co
7 Bell Co
8 Clay Co
9 Highlands
10 Lincoln Co

Rcd
5-1
4-2
5-1
5-1
5-1
6-0
1-5
5-1
5-1
4-2

TP PVC
1
188
'56
155
2
4
135
86
82
it
7'
5
45
8
44
30

Cl... AA
8448-SC.0.31
FPV Rcd TP Pre
IS, 5-1 '86
1 D•rm.34
2 Fon Cantroisil
5
2) 5-1 158
3 Mayield
3
5-1 143
4 Glasgow
5-1 127
4
-5 Cardwell Co
5-1 '25
2
6 LaFLe Co
6-0 78
6
7 Owensboro Can,
5-1 55
7
8 Corinth
47 50
4 Russell
5-1 47
10
10 Hancock Co
5-0 33
8
Other's teceving votes Rockcastle Co Sheldon
Cark Middlesboro Estill Co Allen Co -Sconswile
F erring Co Mercer Co
Class A
Rank School
Ptievile
2 Beachwood
3 Erlanger L byd
4 Beilevue
5 Harrodsburg
6 Fieming-Neon
7 Evans
Newport Cathoic
4 Garrard Co

FPV
13;
,5t
!II

Red TP Pee
6-0 180 '
2
6-0 175
6-0 158
3
4
4.2 99
6-0 93
6
7
6-0 86
5-1 81
8
3-2 57
5
6-0 46
Heat
'0
4.2 24.
9
Others receiihrd v.o.es Russeilvise Racy/land
BattCo 0..imberand Ennerce, Crittenden Co
3,34 SC *Um...

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

FREE TESTING
itenallEWAINIMPAr

Dodge Dynasty

0
a

rr

V-6 3.0 Liter
4 Speed Auto.
Air Conditioned
Floor Console
Power Door Locks
AM/FM Cassette
50/50 Bench Seat
Tilt/Cruise
Rear Defroster

17,287°'

List Price

1,389"
1,000"

Rep. Discount
Factory Rebate
Your Price

o
94,8972°
#92027

Duralast Starters
Remanufactured.
American & Import
All GM's come with
solenoid. Store stock
only. With exchange.

le

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

242

AutoZone 5 Year Battery
Up to 525 CCA and
100 reserve minutes

Remartoc tured
j!cfe s•oc on,y With

Cherokee Laredo
$20,131"
1,563"
1.00000

List Price
Rep. Discount
Factory Rebate

3
17 567"
Your Price'
#92006

•

4.0 Liter
Automatic
Aluminum Wheels
Console
Tachometer
Rear Wiper/
Washer Defroster
Windows/Locks
Remote Entry
AM/FM Cassette
Tilt/Cruise

tut

exchange

9

95
TO
36.95

1:4•

In

69 95

01-

41
,
(2

•

Store stock only

111 44.01

Whirrs New In AukoZone Engines

•
•

EVERYDAY

A94
EA.

•NEW bfters
•NEW Valve Stem Seas
•NEW ol!or's & 9rngs
• NEW GCS!.erS
• NEW F•eeze °

4111

get] '
• NEW .
• NEW Mc:7,- deLy -.;>
• NEW ?c,c Se,7'
•NEW'

Duralast Brake Pads or
Relined Shoes EVERYDAY

Metallic

1

Pads$19.99 - $24.99

EVERYDAY

Duralast
Gas Truck & 1994
EA.
Van Shocks

TO

StOCk Only 'teen exc^ange

•11.0
-} I
\
(0

•

EVERYDAY

1995

One-Year Warranty
Valucratt Alternators

JSALE

WARRANT!

Duralast Gas 1094
Car Shocks
EA.

24!199!

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

Before you buy a new Starter, Battery,
or Alternator, well test your old one for
free and tell you if it really needs replacing.

LIFETIME

Heavy Duty
Shocks

EVERYDAY

Remanufactured
American & Import
Store stock only
Price with exchange

SAVE TIME,SAVE MONEY

Our Best Price EVERYDAY
One-Year Warranty
Valucratt Starters

381.

Duralast
Alternators

Factory Tested, Remonuloctured

ENGINES
LONG BLOCK
V-8, Chevrolet 283, 305, 327, 350 V-8/2-4

$699

199
(,9

One Year Warrant

Valucratt Brake EVERYDAY
Shoes or Pads 1399

For most Ford 302
Bolt Main and Buick 231 V-6, Price with acceptable exchange
OVER 500 ENGINES AVAILABLE • DOMESTIC •IMPORT•LONG BLOCK • SHORT BLOCK

Metallic Pads-$3699

an
ye

an

ru-

;

YOUR CHOICE
7 Year/70,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty
Or
Year/36,000 Mile Bumper to Bumper* Warrant9

Pyroil
_ Power
Steering
Fluid

qucto
EVERYDAY

*Excludes Normal Maintenance
Jumbo,
All prices are plus tax, title, license and doe fee
Legal Mumbo

197

1

14tEMI
1
QRA
- FLUID
0.33 3

'141M1
Power
Steering Pumps EVERYDAY

Remanutacturecl
For most vehicles
Store stock only

4499
TO
89 96

Voltage
Regulators

For most vehic[es
Store stock on1v

New
Fuel Pumps

Pyroil
Brake
Fluid

2pp

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

•a

33 r.

97

after rebate.
"Whatever It takes, we went to be your car and buck company"

MURRAY

PEPPERS
14.„,
411•
ttle
1111l1sIllt
Pyrnoidfi

•••••••

Oodgelruchs

[Dodge Lid

S. 12th St. in Southside Center

753-8971

Abx

Jeep
Eagle

6.10.••••••

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

FA!

VISA

OPEN 8AM-10PM MONDAY-SATURDAY, 1PM-8PM SUNDAY

i

r2,0006111

VIl/ilvioZone

Act
Hsi good thou October 13 1991 We reserve th• right to limit quonteaS Of sok, pfrC• Regulai once therecieei
AO on,. es not good on special orders No Dealers Full distorts ot warranties at store 1991 AutoZone

The Best Parts In Auto Parts.
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MURRAY CITY

TUCK'S IZI2TGr
Hwy. 45E, One Mile South of Downtown Martin, TN.
901-587-3000
THESE PRICES GOOD THRU 10-30-91
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30; Sat., 7:30-3:00

INSULATION
Cold Weather Just Around
The Corner - Buy Now & Save

Fiberglass Insulation

12.99

31/2 x 15'
Roll
Manufacturers Rebate
up to $20.00
ASK FOR DETAILS

WATER HEATERS TUB-SHOWER
Electric Water Heaters

54" PVC Tub Plus
3 Pc. Wall Unit
Ideal Replacement Unit
For Mobile Home/Cabin

5 Yr. Warranty

145.00
40 Gal.
155.00
HARDWOOD PLYWOOD
SIDING
30

Gal.

$9900

As Low As

1/4" Birch

$7.99

Wood Siding
4x8 Sheet

1/4" Oak

8.99

Masonite Siding
4x8 Sheet

1/2" Birch
3/4" Birch

Vinyl Siding $44.00
Square

3/4"

Oak

$12.95
$14.95
$29.00
$35.00
$42.00
/

Remember - you get more for your Bucks at Tuck's
"The Factory Outlet For Building Supplies"
Lumber • Plywood • Kitchen Cabinets • Bath Vanities

SCHOOLS

MMS Young Writers
help museum develop
writing program
The Young Writer's Group at Murray Middle School comprises a
talented group of youngsters who meet regularly to critique works-inprogress and to pursue story-writing opportunities.
In the past two years they've written and produced a play, published
three volurnns of stories, written essays in honor of National Education
Week, and have submitted their work to national childrens's magazines.
So, when Linda Horner, the education director at the National Scouting
Museum, needed some youngsters to help her develop a creative writing
program for the museum, she gave the Young Writers a call.
"We have a superb collection of Norman Rockwell paintings at the
_Museum," she explained.
"Rockwell called his paintings story-telling pictures, and he was expert
in depicting scenes which arouse strong feelings. What we wanted to do is
to challenge kids to do the same with words."
At her invitation, the Young Writers spent a day at the Museum, where
they toured the gallery, watched a video on Rockwell's life, and discussed
the paintings with museum staff members. Then each of them chose a
favorite painting to write about. After spending some class time revising
and polishing their stories, they turned in final copies to Horner.
"We were overwhelmed by what they had written," said Horner. "It
proved that we were on the right track by making the connection between
Rockwell's paintings and creative writing."
The stories the youngsters have crafted are as colorful and evocative as
the paintings themselves. The narratives are alive with character and
touched with humor that is sometimes intentional, sometimes not. Plots
are, as a rule, highly dramatic, incorporating tragedy and sentirrnent,
adventure and self-sacrifice.
Consider one of Rockwell's most charming Scout illustrations. "Homecoming," which depicts a family's heartfelt welcome for a Scout returning
from summer camp.
For twelve-year-old Lindsay McNutt, the scene hinges on a-canoeing
accident and a case of mistaken identity. The joyful family had feared for
their Scout's safety, but when he returns from camp unharmed they are
overwelmed with joy and relief.

.211140%
Off
Over 100 Selected Styles
Of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes

The Murray Middle School Young Writers Group are shown visiting
the National Scouting Museum. They are (from left to right, seated)
O'Shea Hudspeth, Hayley Farley, Heather DeLancey, LaCosta Beane,
Lindsay McNutt and Jeanne Maddox;(from left, standing) Ellen Carpenter sponsor, Holly Bloodworth, Amy Mangla, Josh Mitchell and
Katie'
McNeary.
Interpreting the relationships between the people pictured in Rockwell's
illustrations, the young writers often exhibit a perceptive understanding of
human nature, just as Rockwell does himself. The painting, "Scouts of
Many Trails," for example, shows two young Scouts listening intently to
an old sailor.
Navigational charts, a globe,_and an ancient, brass telescope are on the
table before the trio; a model of a ship sits on a nearly shelf. There is
reverence in the way the old man touches the globe, as if he were drawing
his memory from it. The boys sit side by side, the older one's arm curled
protectively around the younger boy's shoulders.
The portrait speaks of values and ideas integral to Scouting — camaraderie, respect for the past and for older people, and the adventure and
excitement that are woven into Scouting principles and activities.
Eleven-year-old Autumn Alcott sees much mote than that in "Scouts of
Many Trails": She imagines that the two boys are brothers, and the old
man their grandfather. The three have been separated for years because of
a feud between families. Autumns's story begins when the younger boy
must interview an heroic individual for a Scout badge. The older brother
confides that he and the grandfather have been sharing a cladestine relationship for many years, and that the grandfather is the most heroic individual he knows.
The two boys visit the old man, and he tells them of his experiences
aboard the ill-fated Titanic and how he was able to rescue a small child
from drowning. Ultimately, the boys find the courage to confront their
mother, and a reconciliation occurs.
Another Rockwell painting, "Mighty Proud," depicts a boy modeling
his new Scout uniform for his family. In her story, written like a script,
Jeanne Maddox records the thoughts of each of the family members.
"My son is becoming a man," the father reflects proudly, while the
boy's mother cries inwardly, "Oh, my baby." The younger brother,
excited at the prospect of becoming a Scout himself, thinks, "I can't wait
till it's my turn.'
But in Jeanne's interpretation, the new Bby Scout himself is not as consious of the rite of passage as he is of the celebration that will follow it.
"Yippee," he's thinking. "My relatives are comming over. We're having
cake.'
Rockwell's "Great Moment," which depicts a similar event in a more
formal setting, is also given a humorous interpretation. Heather
DeLancey's narrator is a Scout Leader who remembers the day he became
an Eagle Scout and how the president's wife pricked him with the pin as
she fastened the award onto his shirt.
Read these stories, and you'll never again be able to look at the paintings the same way. You'll always notice the touch of pain that mixes with
the pride in the eyes of the new Eagle Scout, and you'll think you see the
family resemblance between the old mariner and the two boys.
The Young Writer's stories have been on display at the National Scouting Museum throughout the summer. This fall, they're included as examples in the Museqm's educational packet, "Storytelling Through Art: The
Paintings of Norman Rockwell".
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Select From These Famous Name Brands:
%/Reebok
%/New Balance
%/Head

./Nike
%/Tiger
%/K-Swiss

%/Converse
%/Saucony
%/Rockport

%/Tretorn
%/Diadora
%/Mitre

PROMISES WE CAN KEEP

DENNISONVIHUNT
1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

WE HAVE SIX (6) OVER-THE-ROAD
TRANSPORTS LOCATED HERE TO GO
ANY WHERE TO ENSURE YOU HAVE
PROPANE GAS IN THE WORST WINTER.
WHAT DOES YOUR DEALER HAVE?

LAKE REGION PROPANE 6 GAS
Hwy. 80 East - Hardin, Ky. (1) 354-8011
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II.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

731. Lean Family Pack
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BANANAS
Field Kentuckian Boneless Fully Cooked

U.S.B.A. Choice Boneless

SHOULDER ROAST
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New Crop Florida

Oranges
Red Potatoes
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Jim Adams Combo Pack
16 oz. Sausage * 16 oz.
Bologna * 12 oz. Wieners
* 12 oz. Bacon * 16 oz.
Chopped Ham * 4 oz.
Cooked Ham

Economy Combo Pack
Aval.
10 Lb. Fryer Leg Qtrs.* 10 ,
Lb. Pork Steak*10 Lb. Ole
Southern Beef Patty

Economy Beef Pack

4 Lb. Bag
10 Lb. Bag

Economy Pork Pack

10 Lb. Chuck Roast * 10 $
Lb. Shoulder Steak * 10
Lb. Ground Beef

FLOUR

COKE
PRODUCTS

5 Lb. Bag

2 Isitor

Sunflower

ICA Grade 'A'

LARGE EGGS

.//

Blue Bonnet

OLEO
Vietti

CHILI W/BEANS

CREAM PIES

16 oz. Can

14 Os.

Kaabler Club

CRACKERS
16 Os. Box

Heinz Tomato

WESSON PUB

KETCHUP

VEGETABLE OIL

20 on. Bottle

24 oz. Bottle

GE).

a Get
Buy one ft
NA N...

111=16

FREE
343,6

•••.•••

not to NM.1. CS". WO.
•1 1,2

LIM NI OM.PM MOMS
L

HOMETOWN PR

r
IZ

ies 3 Ili. MUM Spread ell get les 1 I.
MM.tflck U... U.. F.
area.

$1129
EFFECTIVE DATES:
Oct 9 Oct 15

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT JIM ADAMS IGA
111 34i
MOM COUPON WOKS ,,

Caen ',slue

1004

More Coupon

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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KNEE? BALLS <HEE/ CURLS
•(ORN (HIPS

CHEF BOYAR DEE
TEENAGE MUTANT NINA

PLANTERS SNACKS

TURTLES PASTA

2100
FORU

et

FAYGO DRINKS

69'

UI

2 Liter

1501

\ 200/or
BRACHS.
SPeami

-f•a4.0,K
i

24

•1 OZ./ALT BALLS •13 OZ. CHOC
COVERED PEANUTS OR RAISINS

GOLDEN STREAM
CANDIES

ran
'Pack ."

SUAVE
LOTION

1113:1111111MI

•SPEARMINT LEAVES•SPIWILS

BRACH'S

Ado

2901

LOVING
CARE
MOUSSE
HAIR
COLOR

*DM 'CF'PE
*PEDIATRIC
*PEDIATRIC COUGH &(OLD

GymLOtncnn

jet

b,

fbili

1199

ME r.99

UR1
FIONAL
Y
COST

'UGS

$5" Off Pres ription
•Good on any new or transferred prescript on. 'Not valid for any
prescriptions transf
*If prescription is under S5.00, ft's FREE
Reliable Drug Store
'One coupon per person per visit.
*Valid
11/6/91
VIIVE Di EDIALAILIC
on No on on on on on no no or on on IN on im

I

BONUS BUY
•MEGA
"SUPER
"ULTRA

AEROSOL
HAIR SPRAY

I

TABLETS

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

SUPHEDRINE

BABY WIPES
I 99

'ARM•MED.*SOFT

259

59*
COMPARE TO REACH.'"

30

ala.OK03111211p 111/00
AIM

DRAW STRING

TOOTHBRUSH

84(1.
COMPARE TO BABY FRESHIN

MI

TRASH BAGS

2100
FOR I

39

100(1.

1

COMPARE TO BAYERTM

30 GAL .10(1.

BLEACH

4
83GAL
11••••

Gentle • Overnight
LYCRA SNEER

PLATINUM

ptI tab]
=ma:
__L,Jemos
•-

CHROME

e.

DOUBLE
EDGE
BLADES

•ff,

THERAPEUTIC
LOTION
1 99
80L
COMPARE TO LUBRIDERMT"

9910c

••••••

LADIES
SOLID
ANDPERSPEX!

1 47
201
COMPARE TO SECRET'

By

GENTLE

Laxative
SODIUM FREE•FAST REUEF
T.4.•••• ••---SOullowase

lE

WOG

LAXATIVE

99.!

THERAPEUTIC
BATH
OIL
99
16 OL

COMPARE TO ALPHA-KERITM

COMPARE TO DUCOLAXTM

,

anbu-

Acid Relief

T+PLUS

,

vol
SELECT
FORMULA
VITAMINS

EPSOM

GEL

SALTS

SHAM-

'Bath 6-,
Slioraj
i
mtmir"
iir

POO

2100

199
g

FOR I1LB

COMPARE TO CENTRUM SILVERTM

2

99

8.5 OL
COMPARE TO T-GEL'

Plus...

P H OTO X

MIN INI
1E1 MI III MI•

DLEG\CH
OW CALLON

TABLETS

an
m•ri
FILM DEVEL

AS
LOW
AS
12 EXP.
Applies to glassy prints from
bazaar a other C-4I proass calor pint fints.

TRASH
BAGS
10

ORIGINAL RETAILS

3 1/2a
Singh Prints

4.
1 111LIGSe
101)

ASPIRIN

0 TO
50`,/

•so•1

*SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK*

LITECOAT

AND SAVE

1601

MI

SEE DETAILS IN STORE

RELIABLE BRANDS SAVE YOU MORE

ASPIRIN
seoweso=
oelo use
EsImre
asso
ISEINEEF2
••••=rtar•

GRE:NTAG
(LEA'ZANCE
A SLE

II 49 75% OFF

401

1,b)

LOOK OR OUR

RAVE

Rn bit!,ssin
TALlj

49

,

Nora .74-S,s‘t

I

•t

SUPER BOWL"
SWEEPSTAKES
PARTICIPANT

2.49
-1.00

SALE
MAIL IN REBATE

S'.:111111-i

4

TWIN
PACK
LIGHTERS

ROBITUSSIN

GYNELOTR1MIN

CURLING IRON
I

LOttrYln

•45 GM(REAM *7 G.INSERTS

CONAIR THERMACELL
CORDLESS

429 13

11-: ad

99'

19
1'

ASSORTED
SHADES

PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFF CTIVE ThiRU SUI
moninnoomr
IN SI IM OS IN IN MOM IN OR SO
ma I
1

BIC

*EXTRA RELIEF
*COCOA BUTTER
*ALOE VERA

/ode

RELY ON US FOR ALL Y• R PRESI

S BUY

ON

BONUS BUY

LI_

LYCRA

PANTYHOSE
1 49
DEPARTMENT STORE QUALITY
AT RELIABLE PRICES

II

REGULAR
OR
FRESH SCENT

WV.,

•••

glycerin
supposilories

1 BATH &
'SHOWER
POWDER

GLYCERINE
SUPPOSITORIES

27
1301
COMPARE TO SHOWER TO SHOWERTM

694
„a

IF Y 11'111
NE • 60
WE'L TAII
100 OR
RY
WEDN SD

The Reliable Drugs Senior Saving,card entitles everyon
age or older to receive an incredible 10% OFF EVERY'
buy at Reliable Drug Stores every Wednesday. That's i
ouralready low prkes. PLUS Seniot Citizens save 1 0%
on prescriptions."
You can save:

10% OFF
ALL NAME BRAND MERCHAN
1 0% OFF
ALL REUABLE BRAND MERCHA
ADDITIONAL 10%
ALL SALE MERCHANDISE
10% OFF
ALL BONUS BUY MERCHANI

'Does eol opeiy no soft drilla, (garottes, Igor,boor or,rirroproctom *A any of
**Dces mot apply Is third puffy co-pry 1160(1111t• pion Doss not indicate no Oddik
SOW Swap Wedearity.

Denture Toothpaste
ON ASPIRIN
LIXM

IP flialaart
tile inane

...er wee
Pomo Pima

II

Of 111111a0

Saline

GRAPE OR (HERRY
3
1
0

NON
ASPIRIN
ELIXIR

1 37
4 OL
COMPARE TO MEWL CHILDRESS FLAX"'

Lubrijel

SENSITIVE
EYES

Solution
01.0•11181111=0110

fa MY
Oaloolina imon

IMBRUE!.

•PS
1,Pl.

SALINE
SOLUTION

97' 1
4 OL
COMPARE TO K Y'Earl"

29
1201

OMPARE TO BAUSCH &LOMBT).1

zr/eAl
W
DENTURE
BRUSH

77'

ETHYL
MINT FLAVORED
DENTURE liki„ ALCOHOL
70%
TOOTHPASTE

CO

lo.L111
RT•ww•
M.oafs

-09
49 -----4-111
5 /5 OL
COMPARF TO DENIM-CREME"'

M

16 OZ

Bel-Air Shopping Center

You can Rely on our RelyX '''Computer S
*Drug Interaction Check
*Drug Allergy Checks
*Drug and Patient profit;
*Compliance
Have all your prescriptions filled with
RelyX Computer Systen at your local P

Murray

I
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D'UGSTM

SNACK Sili
*MAMMA'KIT KAT *RIBES PEANUT
BUTTER CUP•51N AVENUE

LL YO R PRESCRIPTION NEEDS

269

HIS AD EFF CT1VE THRU SUNDAY OCTOBER 13, 1991
IM

NI IN

MI NM MI En NI MINN MEI INI

NI

WEDNESDAY, ocroBER 9, 1991

711

LIFESAVERS

SNACK SIZE

*MINIS ofRUIT JUICERS
4.0WPOPS *BUBBLE YUM

*HERSHEY BAR WITH ALMONDS
*HERSHEY BAR MILK CHOCOLATE

12 TO 13.8 OZ.

I Pres ription Drugs

on. *Not valid for any insurance program or
onsferred p
prescriptions transferred from any other
S5.00, It's FREE
Reliable Drug Store.
rper visit.
*Valid
11/6/91

mmm

IM MN

NI

*BABY RUTH
•BUTTERFINGER

LOOK OR OUR

*NESTLE'S CRUNCH
•RAISINMES•100 GRAND

GREINTAG
CLEAIZANCE
A SLE
Arsi.Lp SAVE
50c/0 TO
5crix OFF
ORIGINAL RETAILS

ints

tWJLI

*NIGHTMARE BLOOD *MAKE
UP CREAM *GLITTER CREAM
*TOOTH BLACKOUT
.SKIN/SCAR PUTTY

FILM DEVELOPING
Plus...

49
12 EXP.

pills from
r (-41 pro.

6.

PH OTO XTRAS

U'RE
YE 60,
E'L TAKE
10° OFF
RY
EON SDAY*

ugs Senior Savings card entitles everyone 60 years of
receive on incredible 10% OFF EVERYTHING* you
Drug Stores every Wednesday. That's in addition to
prices. PLUS Senior Citizens save 10(/1 0 EVERYDAY
ens.**
You can save:
10% OFF

ME BRAND MERCHANDISE
10% OFF
JABLE BRAND MERCHANDISE
TIONAIL 1 0V. OFF
LL SALE MERCHANDISE
10% OFF
IONUS BUY MERCHANDISE

or to(*undo MA My Mier dicomt.
It an/leo/PAK IMPor,loor,
orel port/ colay Mama oimps. Does not inckoto Go odolliono110% off oft
let

a

69'

11

COMPUTER
SYSTEM

y on our RelyX'''Computer System for:
rug Interaction Checks
0Drug Allergy Checks
rug and Patient profiles
•Compliance
all your prescriptions filled with the
omputer Systeri at your local Pharmacy.

•100Z. REG., ALOE &
LANOLIN, SENSITIVE SKIN,
EL STRENGTH 01 53 OL
VI HAND & BODY

VASELINE
INTENSIVE
CARE

VASEUNE
INTENSIVE
CARE

BABY
POWDER

LOTION
1 97

401.NON AEROSOL
*13 OZ. AEROSOL

CONSORT
MENS
HAIR
SPRAY
1 79

s!!
I
FAT
OR • •

2
29
24 01

UPItiff°

AEROSOL

ormu•
Palittigriiimm

•100L
DEODORANT
•60L
ANTIPERSPIRANT

\

•16C1. LG.*18 CT.1AED.•20 a.SM.BRIEFS
412 a.MED 01 LG.UNDERGARAIENTS

SALE
MAIL-IN REBATE

YOUR
FINAL

)COST

10.99
-3.50

269

227
24 CT.

801.

OPTI-FREE SOLUTION
2014

OPTI-ClEAN REG. OR II
DAILY CLEANER

OR 5 CT. CARTRIDGE

9

74

399

5

SEE DETAILS IN STORE

.111111=111\

DR.SCHOUS
•WONERS6-/,8-9
*11E168-9, 10-11

BACK
GUARD
INSOLES

NOXFJVIA
SKIN CREAM
59 599
10 OL 1EG OR

2

10.5 OZ. PUMP

TURTLE
WAX
SUPER
HARD
SHELL
UQUID
CAR WAX

269

• • •••••••■•
,••

GAS
RELIEF

/ Paiiiiiii) I

PhaiNme 93

MYLICON
80
1 29
12(1.

SUPER
POLI GRIP
DENTURE ADHESIVE CREAM

99
1.4 OZ

GOODY

PHAZYME
TABLETS
1 49
10a

HAIRBRUSH,

RAYA6VAC
HEARING AID
BATTERY

(-UDRucs
LIMIT ONE. COUPON GOOD
THU 10/13/91

ITRESEMME
*DEEP
SHAMPOO
[MOISTURIZING

1 00 OFF
ANY

i
t
EL.
S.
r...2232L

NOPRIN

GILLETTE
SENSOR RAZOR

Gillette

asesnx-ermis

•UPLET *TABLET

ASSORTED SCENTS

ATTENDS

INGE
FITS 46-.W ors

RIGHT
GUARD

CONDITIONER

PAGE BB
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Bring your filled Quality-Stamp books to
your Piggly Wiggly Store and redeem for your

FREE TURKEY!
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Offer good thru Nov. 30, 1991
641 South-Murray
753-9616

Bakery
753-0265

Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

How Asir
Dtxon. cf
Andres .

R
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020
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Notice

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHALS SALE
By virtue ofJudgment and order ofSale entered August 19, 1991, directed to me and issued
from the Office of the clerk of the United States District Court for the Western District of
Kentucky,atPaducah,in the action ofUnited States ofAmerica,Plaintiff, v. George D. Maxwell,
et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. C91-0104-P(CS), on November 5, 1991, at the hour of 9:30
a.m., at the Calloway County Courthouse door, Murray, Kentucky, I will sell to the highest and
best bidder the following real estate:
Being Lot No.8,Block E,Unit 4,Plainview Acres Subdivision,a plat of which is of
record in Plat Book No. 2, Page 14, office of the Clerk of the County Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky, to which plat reference is here made for a more
particular description.
LESS: Beginning at a point located on the south right-of-way line of Clayshire
Drive,said point being the Northwest corner of Lot No.8,in Block E ofPlainview
Acres Subdivision - Unit 4; thence due East and following South right-of-way of
said road 12.00 feet; thence leaving said right-of-way and running South a
distance of 176.30 feet along a line parallel with an 12 East of the boundary line
between Lot 8,and Lot 7C to a point in the South boundary of Lot 8; thence north
88 degrees 15'0" West for a distance of 12' being along the Southerly property line
of Lot8 and in a Westerly direction to the Southwest corner of Lot 8, thence along
the West boundary ofLot8for a distance of 176.30feet to the pointofbegi nning,all
of which is the Western 12' of Lot 8.

Notice

TODAY'S CHILDREN are quick-witted, punctual and well-groomed.
They want to earn their elders' respect and show a strong interest in selfimprovement activities. Making.a good impression is atop priority w ith these
Libras. They have a knack for turning the ordinary into something sery
special. Tireless workers, they always finish what they start.
Crowder a revised and updated ,:op y ot leane Dtkon's best-selling book "Yesterda.s
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your
Dixon. ts/o Andrews and Slehleel.

P0

Lsdo and Fore,Cr

C In Gost's Plan.- send S14.95 plus SI postage and handling to
B's 40150. Kansas City NI° 64141 Slake rlier.l mable to

Andress s and PiritAleel

READ

THEN RECYCLE

to apply.
Our • most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

050
Lost

And Found

1120

t-

Nifty, nifty, the
body man's 50!
Happy Birthday
Dad, You're
The Best!
Love, Becky

607 S. 4th St. - Rear
Murray, Ky.
Antiques - Collectibles
Rental Spaces Available

Wilma L. King
for RALPH L. BOLING
UNITED STATES MAR§HAL
WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
114 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, Ky 40202

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ofbirth,call 1-906-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE rise once the clutter is taken care of.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Seize a golden opportunity to cement
Better communication and greater a business relationship.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Foversatility are the keys to lasting
business success. Let other people cus on the central issue and you will
know exactly what you expect of waste less time. It is possible to mix
them in November. Travel for busi- business with pleasure successfully.
ness and pleasure is favored in De- Your social schedule is more crowded
cember. A new friend or romantic than usual. Dress up and enjoy yourparpier will bring out your best self.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Court
qualities in early 1992. Singles find
marriage more attractive by spring. those who think positive and share
Many of your views will be vindi- your interest in good works. Diplocated. Compromises will produce macy will get you what you want.
better results than ultimatums late Develop a recently discovered talent
next summer. Look for new creative and you will reap new profits.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
outlets.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON sense of humor helps you make an
THIS DATE:singer Tanya Tucker. important point. You are more conactor Richard Jaeckel, playwright vincing when you lighten up. A
Harold Pinter, actress Helen Hayes. challenge proves stimulating on both
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Use sides. Do your homework and you
your special communications skills will win big.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
to. help a loved one attain a cherished
goal. A check really is in the mail! 21): The direct approach works best.
Accept a last-minute social invitation. Confide in your mate or business
TAURUS(April 20-May 20):Too partner. By taking a closer look at
many cooks could spoil the broth at recent expenditures. you will find
work. You belong at the front of the ways to save money.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
parade. Take charge and show others
what you can accomplish on ypur Give an older associate the benefit of
own. Your professional reputation the doubt. Financial tensions subside.
thanks to good news from afar. Act
grows.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): confident of success and you will get
Strengthen your credibility by keep- what you desire most. New alliances
ing any promises you make. A fi- prosper.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
nancial decision can no longer be
postponed. Follow through on a Keep your options open. Postpone
helpful suggestion. Both your home signing legal papers a while longer.
A family member may want greater
and your mate need more attention.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): freedom. Give your loved ones a
Once you get better organized, no chance to spread their wings.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
one will be able to accomplish more
than you. Do what you can to help a Travel and sports vie for your attenfriend,but refuse to be dragged down. tion. Flex your brain power as well as
your brawn. Romance enjoys highly
Past efforts bring new rewards.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Concen- favorable influences. Listen eagerly
trate on clearing away that paperwork to a partner's views on business and
on your desk. Your productivity will pleasure.

'4111.4
:-1....
4

Finishing
Touches

TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the place and time above
mentioned for cash or upon a credit of60 days, with 15% ofsaid purchase price being in cash on
the date of sale and a bond for the balance of said purchase price shall be executed by the
purchaser with approved surety, made payable to the United States Marshal for the Western
district ofKentucky.The purchaser ofsaid real estate is given the right to pay in full the amount
ofthe purchase bond and the intergst computed at the rate of6.26 percent per annum that has
accrued from the date ofsale to the date offull payment to the United States Marshal. The real
estate shall be sold free-and clear of any and all liens and encumbrancea,except for any state,
county,city or school ad valorem taxes which may be due and payable or assessed against said,
property at the time ofsale,and shall be sold free and clear ofany right or equity or redemption.
The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds ofthe sale ofthe real property in the same
manner and with the same effect as they attach to the property prior to the sale.

THURSDAY,OCTOBER 10,1991

•

Oct. 8 - 9:00

The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment in the amount of
$34,239.86, plus accrued interest in the amount of$491.23,as of March 4, 1991, plus additional
interest which accrued at the daily rate of $8.9117 from March 4, 1991, until August 19, 1991
and interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 6.26 percent per annum, until paid,
including a subsidy amount of$9,680.00 from the sale of the property in the event the property
sells for more than the above balance set out herein, plus costs, disbursements and expenses.

Horoscopes

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit

Open For Business!!

Mortgagors obtained the above-described property by deed from The United
States of America, acting through the Administrator of the Farmers Home
Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, dated the 4th day of
June, 1986, and of record on MICROFILM in Deed Book 168, Card 1548, in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.
AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
RACTOR- TAMER TRAP** CIENTE
LEMNOS,T N

64-

PSYCHIC FESTIVALPaducah, KY. Saturday,
Oct 19, 10am-8pm. Sunday, Oct 20, 10am-6pm.
J.R.'s Executive Inn, One
Executive Blvd. Readings,
Booths, E.S.P. Testing,
Psychic Demonstrations.
Free lectures every 15 minutes throughout both days
with paid admission of $5.

LOST
Baby Racoon
Irvan Cobb Area
11 lbs. Answers
to Sadie.
Very Friendly

Reward
436-2163 or
753-9300

mama
1-800-334-1203

160
Articles
For Saki

REGISTERED NURSES
Tired of the Hospital rou
tine? Looking for a change
and a challenge? Talk to us
about Home Health nursing
positions with the Purchase
District Health Department
Home Health Agency. Discuss our new pay plan and
review our benefits for full
time employees. The
Purchase District Health
Department is seeking registered nurses to provided
Home Health care and Calloway and Marshall Counties. Home Health nursing
offers the opportunity to
work cooperatively, yet independently with other
nurses, therapists, physicians and social workers
Hours are primarily day
shift weekdays. Evening
and weekend call is compensated. Use of personal
vehicle is required, with mileage reimbursement.
Generous fringe benefits
and holidays New salary
scale-start as high as
$10.99/hr with 10% increase in first year of employment. Salary based on
education, experience and
level of responsibility Fulltime, part-time, and PRN
schedules will be considered. Transcripts and completed application required
Resumes cannot substitute
for applications, which may
be secured at any area
Health Center, and at the
Purchase District Administrative Office, 320 North
7th Street, Mayfield, KY
For-more information, contact Jeanette Berry, Home
Health Coordinator, at
502-444-9625, or Sharon
Godec, Nursing Director, at
502-247-1490. EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.

Homo '
Furnishings

6 RIDING mowers, 6 push DINETTE set w/4 chairs
mowers 4 garden tillers 2 $50 753-0023
portable 220 electric heaOAK dining room suite, 4
ters 753-8649
chairs, brand new
BEAUTIFUL Diamond Soli- 753-0342.
taire Ring Approximately
RATTAN glass top table, 4
'A carat set in 14kt gold
Good clarity, good color, chairs with cushions Exgood quality Also, heart cellent condition.
shaped ring, diamonds set 753-5950.
in 14kt gold, Very dainty,
never worn. Both Great De165
als! 753-4977 after 5pm or
leave message

GOOD Go-Cart

4hp

759-4401
KING wood stove, $150
Lawson gas stove 70,000
BTU $250 Call after 5pm
753-6805
LITTLE girls coats size 6
and 6x Also blue jeans
size 7 753-4013 after
4 30pm
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
PANASONIC VHS Cam
corder Only used 5 hours
Too many features to list
$1000 OBO 753-7212 If no

answer leave message
RESTAURANT Equipment, dishes and utensils
1319 Wood East, Paris
TN 901-644-0187

6x8 $600,8x12 $750.8x16
$900 Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call &
our competition will fall
L.E. Williams
489-2663
COUNRTY Jeans has
men ' Carhart & Wrangler
Denim Jackets, Jordache
Jackets for women. Sweatshirts by Esprit & Hard
Rock. Men's & ladys Jeans
by Guess, La Gear, Lawman, Lee, Chic, Levis. and
many more name brands.
Group tops, jeans, shirts,
sweaters marked down
low. Open: Thur-Fri,
12-4pm,Sat 10-4pm. Layaways. 5 miles 94E.

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
the

MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES
(502) 753-1916

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins

Rent-A-Car

753-1713

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than•2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

Representatives WAITRESS. Mondayneeded. Up to 50% com- Friday, 8aM-2jern. Apply
mission. Small investment. Uptown Coffee Shop, 410
Free jewelry with ad. Door Main St
to door unnecessary. As090
sist. Mgr. 1-800-866-2243.
Siltation
HUTSON Ag, 204 West
mime
Railroad Avenue, is now
Alterations to do
WANTED
taking applications for partExperienced
n
my
home.
time employment. Apply in
alteration lady new to the
person.
area. 753-1379.
JANITOR/Orderly fulltime
HOUSECLEANING, Mur7-3. General mechanical
ray &surrounding area, exknowledge preferred. Variperienced, reliable. Prefer
ety of duties. Apply in per- 4-6 hours, 1 or 2 days per
son Fern Terrace Lodge,
week. 437-4928.
1505 Stadium View Dr.
Murray, Ky. EOE.
MATURE, experienced
secretary seeks full-time
JOB Announcement Num- position in Murray area.
ber 91-82 (A). Date
492-8856.
9-16-91. Position: Serving
Attendant (part-time). Ken- PROFESSIONAL houselake State Resort Park, cleaning by the job or by the
Hardin, KY. Grade 49, Sal- hour. 436-2780 after 3pm
ary $2.195 per hour. MiniWILL babysit in my home
mum requirements: Ability
753-4
.459.
to read and write. Apply by
submitting a State applica- WILL do babysitting in my
tion(which can be obtained home. Experienced
at the local Department of mother, call Melissa
Employment Services or 759-4555.
any other State Govern
ment office) to: Kentucky WILL sit with the elderly or
Department of Personnel sick. Call 753-4590 for
Room 384 Capital Annex information.
Frankfort, KY 40601 Atten- WILL strip tobacco
tion: Job Announcement 753-1733
No. 91-82 (A). Job An
nouncement Number
tom
should also be placed in the
Business
upper right-hand corner of
Opportunity
the application in the 'Special Announcement No. LOOKING FOR FINANblank. Deadline for apply- CIAL INDEPENDENCE?
ing: You must qualify, test,' Then call 1-800-253-7631.
and be placed on the regis- One of the Natuxis Fastest
ter by October 15, 1991. Growing Industries. Min. In$7,000
'Test not required. Filling vestment
this position is subject to
—Vending—.
any State Government hiring restrictions. AN EQUAL
Affordable indiviOPPORTUNITY EMdual office spaces;
PLOYER M/F/H

Ayok

JOBS available. Need persons to prepare income tax
returns. We will train. Call
753-9204 or 437-4531.
LPN or Certified Medical
Assistant for local Physician's office. Good pay and
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 10400, Murray,
KY 42071.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
riot have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E 0.E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T P.A
Call J.T P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11 30a m

Full or Part-Time
Dell Help
Apply In person

Owen
Food Market
NEED 13abysitter for newborn Must have references, non-smoker preferred 759-1728
TAKING applications for
waitress and cook Apply in
person at Homeplace Family Restaurant 121 North
Murray

fully furnished, telephone answering,
FAX,copy machine,
security. Secretarial
and receptionist services, access to
lounge area and conference room w/TV
& VCR. Located
near banks, restaurants. Plenty of parking, convenient access. Contact John
Downs,
Olympic
Office Suites, 753400().
1-10
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
527-2932
PALLETS, 40)(48
436-5430
151

Micas
For Solo
5x8 TILT trailer, 14
wheels Snapper riding
lawnmower, 30 inch cut,
8hp Briggs & Stratton en
gine pull-start 489-2672

ANTIQUE Oak mantel with
beveled mirror Over 100
years old. $175 753-1379.
210
Firewood
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John
759-9710.
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476
FIREWOOD 436-2744
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
GET good, green firewoodnow, and have it ready for
winter. James Sills
753-4120.
220

SOLD
TAPPAN gas stove Kenmore washer, metal desk
All good condition
753-1435
TINTED glass mini-blinds
used windows 8. doors
436-2484

Appliances

Storage Buildings

Will sit for sick
or elderly, men or
women. Or women
can come stay
with me at my
home.
Have Great
references.

Please leave,
message If not at
home. Will return
all phone calls.

LOST Parrot, green with
black hood, red legs. Last
seen across street from
MSU Administration Bldg.
in trees 759-1161

ask for Tripp

Non-Smoking
Woman

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048

150
Help
Wanted

Muskat
NICE upright piano. Made
of cherry and oak wood
$300. 753-9772, 753-6887.
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661.
SOUND MASTER RECORDING. 16-Tracks, albums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles Benton, KY
527-0453.
240

WHITE refrigerator,
washer, dryer and stove
354-8528

160
Home
Furnishings
3PC. livingroom suite.
Couch, loveseat and chair.
Blue with mauve print. Excellent condition. $350
0130. 489-2958.
FOR Sale-Reasonable
Prices Dining room suite,
includes table, 5 chairs,
buffet and 4 plate china
cabinet Also for sale, complete set of fine china in
Spring Meadow pattern.
Call 759-9215 before 9pm
for appointment to see.
LONG couch and matching
Chair. Good condition.
$100. 474-2342.

kiscollansous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U.S.
blocks and plate blocks.
Excellent U.S. and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies. If we don't have it,
we'll order it. We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estates. Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray), Treasure
House (Southside Manor.
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora). 753-4161.
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver. 753-0277 or
759-1090. Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
Ky.

Murruy-Callowav County Hoipital a leader in
prot iding qualm healthcare in Kestem
Kentucky and ‘orthuest Tennessee announces
the follou tog job openings

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST: Full-time position
needed for the hospital, home health, and West
View nursing home.
Competitive salary and excellent benefits package

For details contact:
ii iii pcpt

(502)762-1106

ylar

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

t • \Iiirras. kvnt Li( k‘ 12071

Wurta .0
outs ('aunt's Hospital. a leader on
prodding qua/in healthcare in Western
Kentuckk and Northuvst Tennessee announces
the following ph openings
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR:
West View Nursing Home a 174 bed facility
located in Murray, Kentucky is seeking an experienced nursing home administrator with a successful track record in nursing home administration The successful candidate must have a
degree in Health Administration and 3-5 years of
progressive experience in nursing home administration and possess or be able to obtain a
nursing home administrator's license in Kentucky
Competitive salary and benefits.
Interested candidates should send resume
and salary requirement to

Stuart Poston,
Administrator:
803 Poplar Street;
Murray, Ky. 42071-2423
502-762-1102.
EARN opporkasity
EMplafel
511

1'

)1, r

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

trct • \Iiirr,o, kr•litur
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CLASSIFIEDS
240

410

HUDSON Company Saddles,Bridles & Horse supplies 753-6763 or
753-4545
VIETNAMESE Pot-Bellied
Pigs and Pygmy goats
354-6291 after 7pm
WANT to Buy Black Angus
registered bull, must be at
least 5 years old
901-364-2667 after 7pm

PRIVATE Investigato
D 8 A Confidential Invest]
gations Southside Shopping Center, Suite e102,
Murray, 753-2641
270
Mobile
2 MALE beagle puppies
Homes For Sala
Brown, black, white w/blue
tick 6 mos old $50/ea or
14x70 WINSTON 2br, 2 $90 pair 753-2762 after
bath central H/A Meter 5pm
pole
appliances
AKC Bassett puppies.
759-9507
$100/ea 492-8861
2BR 2 bath 14;00, central
AKC Boston Terriers 2
H/A 489-2994
males. &weeks old Beauti1909 14X70, 3bedrm Also fully marked 435-4492.
19.78 modular home,
3bedrm 753-1893 ask for AKC puppies. Various
breeds. 615-746-5355.
John or Bob
QUALITY Homes-Low AKC Registered tiny
Pritesll New homes start- Pomeranian puppies
ing-at $10,900 for 14 wide, $160. Cream. Miniature
$11,900 for 16 wide, Dashund puppies, full
blooded, _but_nopapers,
-S-1-9,900---double-wtdes
Shop and compare The $65. Cash only. Shots &
very best for your housing wormed. 901-642-2394.
dollar Dinkins Mobile AKC registered, red, Toy
Homes. Inc Hwy 79E, Dachund puppies
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
$100/ea. 901-352-2416.
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis tance to college 753-5209
3211
Apartments
For Rent
1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM furnished apartments near
MSU. 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights
1BEDRM, near downtown
& hospital 753-2853, leave
message
2BR brick duplex edge of
town 753-4109
2BR near hospital and
downtown 759-9980
38R, 2 bath, central gas
H /A City utilities cable
435-4214 after 6pm
753-9400
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO
120
Houses
For Rent
2BR house in Almo
753-8101 lpm-9pm
3BR 2 bath, brick home on
quiet dead end street.
Good neighborhood. Available 11/9/91 753-9650.

DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment.
753-7819
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S
753-2915

Grooming

Used
Cars

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

5-Party
Pole Barn Sale

2 BRICK Duplexes, West
wood Dr 2 good size bed
rooms nice, W/D hook-up
new wallpaper, central
electric 753-8859

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1985 PLYMOUTH Relian
SW Loaded 489-2994

BULLDOZING and back
hoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

LAKE house on 3 water
front lots in Pine Bluff
Shores Main floor has
3bedrm. living room,
kitchen, & dining room
combo Florida room &
bathroom Walk out basement floor has living room,
kitchen combination, one
bedroom, bathroom utility
& screened-in porch 2 garages Call before 5pm

CARS

1987 AEROSTAR XLT
Loaded, high miles $5850
474-2796

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12, 1 5
Mon -Fri 753-0530

Daylight4 p.m.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
SittE to 280. Approx. 5 m.
to Beane Rd., 1/2 mho on
right. Watch for signs.
Tools, fishing equip, 1990
Suzuki Quad 4 wheeler,
jewelry, household items,
Tupperware, children's &
adults clothes (excellent
condition), more items Sat
430

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
BUILDING and lot only.
Commercial 3780 sq ft on
ground floor 1550 sq ft.
upstairs storage. Well insulated with central heat Located 643 N 4th. This
building would be ideal for
cabinet shop or retail store
753-9400 after 8pm
FOR Sale or Lease 38r
condominium Wheel-chair
accessible 753-3293
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
711 L
SMALL acreage mini-farms
and lots for trailers
489-2161 after 6pm
440

2 COMMERCIAL lots on
South 3rd, Murray.
753-5200

Produce

NEW Sorghun, clover 60 LOTS to Choose From
honey. 753-3942
in subdivision adjoining city
limits West of Gatesbor410
ough City water. sewer,
Public
gas and cable. UnderSale
utilities
ground
FARRIS Auction Company. $10 , 000 -$12,000
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, 753-5541
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY ONE lot, Bee Creek, city
(502) 492-8796/8795. We water & sewer. One lot Hwy
appraise and sell it all
94 East, city water. 37
acres on Hwy 614 11 acres
on Hwy 614, tobacco barn.
Two lake front lots Hwy
444, Pine Bluff Shores. 17
lots LBL. Barkley Lake,
Hwy 63, Trigg County.
753-5200

3-Party
Yard Sale

Thurs. & Fri.
Oct. 10th & 11th
601 Broad Ext
Clothes, household
items & toys.

Career Opportunity
' P.T L has a position available for a responsible, careerTincled individual. We have a long history of growth and are
altering unlimited potential for the nght person. The starting
salary will be very competitive with outstanding benefits. The
successful candidate should have a college degree, some
computer background, excellent phone skills, willingness to
,aarn, arid a minimum of at least 3 years work expenence.
Send resume to:

Paschall Truck Lines
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071

TWO 72 acre lots Underground utilities. elec gas,
sanitation, city cable Prime
location 759-4871
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

IDEAL retirement farm 48
acres in Northwest Calloway County, Includes 31
acres of income producing
land, plenty of woods & a
beautiful wooded building
site. Reduced to $42,500
527-0903
460
Homes
For Sale
2BR, 1 bath Good condition 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753-5484

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sri Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road i mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
/530466 P0 Box 1033
Murray

Filing Cabinets
Your Choice Almond or Woodgrain............$19.99
$100.00 Off Any Sectional or Living Room Sults In Stock
1 Big Rack of Clothes Including GET USED Under $10.00
Brass Coffee Table & 2 End Tables

$99.99

Pepsi 12 Pk. Limit 1...31.99 with any purchase
New Shipment of Oriental Rugs Including Cashmere
Sheeps Wool at Bewitching Prices!

Marshall County Outlet
321 N Maw

Benton, KY 42025

Large Victorian Home with cupola and lots
of potential on approximately one acre.
$21,900.00. MLS 3270

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th

753-1651

530

Used
Cars

Lots
For Sale

400

530

Homes
For Sale

Misceliantious
TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

sin

a9n

490

460
Public
Sale

753-4322
NICE 3br, 1'h bath home
on 1'4 acre Has outbuilding and new septic tank
Price reasonable
437-4244 anytime
POSSIBLE Owner Financing 4Br, 3 bath home on
Plainview Dr $105,000
753-0724
480
Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
490
Used
Cars
1977 CHRYSLER Cot
doba, A/C and extras, ex
cellent condition
759-1922
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music,
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.
1979 FROST Blue
Corvette 47,000 actual
miles Automatic, t-tops
Excellent condition
753-8477 after 4pm
1979 LINCOLN Town Car
All electric, a/c, p/b, pis,
cruise, AM/FM radio, 8
track tape, trailer hitch
$1200 753-7707
1982 BUICK Regal Sunroof, good car, Must Sell'
753-1651 or 489-2266
1982 RED Toyota Celica
GT. Auto overdrive, tilt
cruise, power roof, AM/FM
cassette pfs $3300 0130
762-4030
BEARS Audio, formerly
World of Sound. Sales and
service; Orion, C.V., Sony,
M.T.X., Clarion, Viper security, plus more. Clarion no
skip CD players, $359.95.
Stereo repair, speciality or
factory radios. Why take a
chance on amateurs.
Come to professionals.
Layaway for Christmas.
222 S. 12th St. 753-5865.
1983 CHEVY Celebrity
70,000 miles $1100 1969
Chevy step-side, $700
753-0961
1984 CAMARO Z-28 Excellent condition Loaded
new tires Must sell
753-3532
1984 PONTIAC 2000
4-speed transmission, aic
p/s, p/w, AM/FM cassette,
2-door hatchback
753-3297 after 2 30pm
1985 BUICK Century Ltd
Loaded good condition
high miles No dealers
Make offer 753-2494 after
5pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

3BR, 2'4 bath, brick home
on 5 acres with more
acreage available. Beautiful setting, $65,000 Call
Suburban
Tina at Century 21 for more 1986 GMC
package, in
details 753-1492 or Loaded, towing
excellent condition 1666
753-8187.
Ryan Ave
3BR, 2 bath, Central HiA
1986 HONDA Civic DX.
Near Murray High
527-1440 before 2pm,
$73,000 753-5644
Mon -Fri. 437-4534
3BR, 2 bath 3 miles East of weekends anytime.
town 1750 sq ft LrvinMERKUR XR4TI,
groom, diningroom, oak ca- 1986
fully loaded, custom wheels
binets, ceiling fans Beauti- and tires. 5-speed, burfully decorated 24x24 degandy, 43,xxx engine
tached garage Mid $50's miles. $3600 753-3361 be753-0954
fore 4pm. (Daniel).
3BR brick home 3 miles 354-9370 after 4pm.
East of Murray $38,000 11
1986 PONTIAC 6000 L E
years old 759-1584
Tilt cruise, AM/FM casA REDUCED Quick Sale by sette Excellent condition
Owner Spacious cour- $2975 Hwy 280, first
tyard, stone enclosure driveway past MSU golf
small greenhouse, orchard course
w/apples peaches plums,
1989 BUICK Skylark
damsons blueberries
16,000 original miles Perblackberries, raspberries fect condition, one owner,
gooseberries grapes
2-door, gun metal grey,
scuppernongs and kiwifruit
50,000 mile warranty transAsparagus bed 20x100
ferrable Must sell Make
plastic garden 3Br. 2 bath
otter Call Keith 753-0686,
large den Kitchen and fam7am-7pm 435-4126 after
ily room summer kitchen
7pm
utility room, 6 closets central HA on 1 acre $50s
1989 DODGE Daytona
492-8193
35,000 miles Excellent
condition 753-5743
APPALACHIAN Log Structures Model home now 1989 DODGE Daytona
open on Hwy 280E (Potter
37,000 miles Mint conditown Rd) For information tion Moving must sell
and appointment call $8300 753-9553 after
3pm
436-2040

11 Toyota Camry DX V.6$14,987
10 on Acard
10 Cheq lona
10 Ford Tairus gn $8,981
$1,981
10 Pad
$6,981
19 Ford INNS
Sable.............981
19 Mercury
$14,617
19 Toyota Cress
19 Toyota Corolla DX...„37,217
19 Nissan 240 St..... 110487
19 Toyota Cary.„........111,487
11 Dodp Daytona.... $5,217
18 Toyota Caolla FX .....„$5,487
11 Dodge kies Wgn .....14,987
11 Chrysler LeBaon....... $6,917
11 Toyota Corolla Fl
17 Hale Accad .............$5,987
$5,917
17 liaada
17 Old Cutlass Caeis......15,487
$3,917
17 ilercury
17 Olds Cutlass Sup...15,487
'17 Toy. Cary Wgn...... 2,487
15 Chrysler LeBaon.... $2,987
15 Olds Delta
15 Buil
15 Dodge kiss SE ........$2,787
15 Toyota Camry
$5,487
15 Toyota Corolla VS..15,487
15 Toyota Corolla LE
14 Fad Escort....._...... $2,987
14 Cheri Cheyette.„....... $2,917
14 Toyota
$4,987
14 Cheyrolet Caprice
12 P. Relent Wii.....32,217
12 Qs its Sup„..$1,917
12 Nissan Sentra.......... $2,917
12 Buict LeSabre ...........$2,487
11 Uncoil Tor Cz.,.....$3,487

495

Vans

1989 MAZDA MPV 3 CHIMNEYS 'R Us Chimseats, V-6 29,000 miles ney Sweeps Specializing
in fireboxes chimneys
$10,950 753-5949
dampers, general home improvements and repairs All
500
work guaranteed Call Tim
Used
at 753-7350
Trucks

1987 DODGE Power Ram CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
50, 4x4, 5-speed, tan, and Cooling Service Com49,500 miles, aic, stereo plete installation and sercassette, bed liner. Sharp. vice. Call Gary at
759-4754
$5500. 492-8899.
Window Tinting.
CUSTOM
1990 CHEVY: Limited Production, Silvered° Sport, All types of windows.'
white with burgandy inter- Homes, businesses, cars,
ior, factory bucket seats boats. Fade/scratch resisw/console, 350 V8, all op- tant. Free estimates, very
tions, low miles, immacu- reasonable Call anytime
late condition. Ask for Dar- 762-2806, 762-3341
ryl, 753-0686 After 7pm, DAVIDSON Roofing. New
753-0571.
roofs and repairs. Tear offs
and re-roofs. Written guar520
antee. Local references.
Boats
753-5812.
& Motors
DIAL Builders. No job too
small. Remodeling, pole
INSIDE BOAT
barn, additions and new
home construction
STORAGE
436-5272.
Small Boats
$25/mo.
Pontoon Boats $50/mo.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowCall 753-0372 or
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
753-4445 after 6 p.m.
LICENSED for electric,
1965 RUNABOUT in good gas, refrigeration. Installacondition with 75hp Evin- tion and repair Free estirude OB in excellent condi- mates. 753-7203
tion. $1000 Call James at FENCE sales at Sears
435-4425.
now, Call Sears 753-2310
1967 OWENS Express, for free estimate for your
31ft Cabin Cruiser. Wood needs
twin 283 Chevys. 2600. or GAS Work. Natural and LP
trade 901-247-5252
New installations and ser1972 AQUA Camper 25ft. vice. Licenced and bonded.
120HP Volvo 1.0. 2000. Or For your safety, have your
gas furnace or stove servtrade. 901-247-5252.
iced and inspected before
75F4P EVINRUDE out- winter. Carter Service
board motor. Excellent Company, Eros! and Phillip
Condition. $700. Call Carter. 753-4684
James at 435-4425.
GENERAL Repair plumb'TWO 17h boats, $495/ea
ing, roofing, tree work
One 17ft boat, motor and 436-2642
trailer, $2500 OBO. $3000
takes all three 759-9710, GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintask for John
ing. Free estimates. 18
years experience, Local re530
ferences. 489-2267_
Services
GUTTERING By Sears:
Offered
Sears residential and comAl TREE Service. Stump
mercial continuous gutters
removal and spraying. Free
installed for your specificaestimates 753-0906 after
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
for free estimate.
ABLE services. Roofing, HADAWAY Construction:
fencing, painting, plumb- Home remodeling, painting, electrical, hauling, tree ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
work, landscaping. All ar- floor covering. No job too
ound handy-man. Free es- small 436-2052
timates 436-2868.
HANDYMAN will do plumbALPHA Builders - Carpen- ing, electric and carpentry.
try. remodeling, porches, Reasonable rates
roofing, concrete, drive- 753-9838.
ways, painting, mainte
nance, etc. Free estimates. HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free es489-2303.
tirnates. 759-1683
ANY remodeling, painting
Blown In By
& roofing. References. INSULATION
TVA approved.
Sears
759-1110.
Save on those r:gh heating
APPLIANCE REPAIRS. and cooling bills. Call Sears
Factory trained by 3 major 753-2310 for free estimate
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All J.B.'s Secretarial Service
work and parts warranted. Will type college student
Ask for Andy at The Ap- reports and term papers,
pliance Works, 753-2455. also do secretarial work
Aubrey Hatcher
overload. Call Terry,
But Cah.ert Greg Bradshaw
APPLIANCE SERVICE. 492-8869.
Tom Thurman
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Chris Bearden. Bus, Mgr
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- KITCHEN CABINET REChad Cochran, Gen Mgr.
perience. Bobby Hopper, COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for436-5848.
mica, all colors. Free estiATTENTION homeowners mates Wulff's Recovery
and property management Murray. 436-5560.
companies. For painting,
light maintenance and A LICENSED electrical
•
hauling call Pat 492-8869. contractor. JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. ComBACKHOE Service - ROY mercial and residential, fast
HILL. Septic system, drive- courteous and efficient ser1990 MITSUBISHI Eclipse. ways, hauling, foundations, vice. 759-1835
Metallic blue, 5-speed, air, etc. 759-4664_
MACHINE Quilting, beauticassette. Retail $10,400
BACKHOE service David ful overall designs. Filler
Asking $10,000. 759-1250
Burkeen. Septic systems,
furnished. Also
or 759-4646 ask for Steve. basements, foundations, and thread
seamless lining available
1991 & 1987 FORD Escort driveways, gravel, dirt, Shirley's Custom Quilting
1988 Mustang Convertible sand, mulch, rip rap plac- 753-3498.
GT 1988 Mercury Topaz ing. 474-2103.
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
1979 Mercedes 753-1893,
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- link fence, dog kennels, reask for John or Bob
ishing. Basements foot- sidential, commercial Free
8741 AUTOMOBILES No ings, garages, drives, estimates 753-9785 or
$S down-No credit check. walks. 30yrs experience 753-3254
Make low monthly payments. 13yrs. in Murray area
1-800-365-4714, 24 hrs.
753-5476 Charles Barnett PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555
BUY AND SELL AT THE
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
OBION CO. FAIRGROUNDS
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
7 AM to 7 PM 6 AM to 7 PM 8 AM to 5 PM
PLUMBING
Free esti
2nd Weekend of Each Month
mates Affordable rate
October 11th, 12th & 13th
Same day service All work
Register To Win A FREE Mar-Tenn Country Ham
guaranteed 492-8816
Sellers Not Eligible To Win
ROCKY COLSON Home
Drawing Sunday At 4 PM
Repair Roofing siding
26 Acres - Plenty of Parking!!
painting. plumbing, conConditioned
13,000 Sq. Ft. Air
crete Free estimates Call
30,000 Sq. Ft. Under Roof
474 2307
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
NIGHTS: (901)469-5663
DAYS: (901)8854838
ROGER Hudson rock haulRAY ALFORD. Promoter & Operator
ing, gravel, sand, dirt, driveCOME TO SEE USII
way rock 753-4545,
753-6763

TRUCKS

10 Ford Aercdta.--- $9,487
10 Nissan k/
10 Chevy Aso Yr .....37,987
19 Dodge Ram 100
19 NiSSirl 412 P11.........$7,787
11 Cheri Chey. Et Cab. $8,487
11 Chevy Sikrado..-- $9,087
18 Toyota 4'2
17 Ford terosts LT..17,187
17 Plymouth Yrtyger LE.$8,487
.....
17 Toyota
15 Toyota 412...........13,181
16 Ford Bronco XLI 4n4.$7,917
15 Dodge Rani
'84 Toyota
14 Dodp Ram 50

TOYOTA
411=7)

FLEA MARKET

Friday - Saturday - Sunday

WILL do plumbing installa
non and repairs All guaran
teed 753-4355

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with fuil
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John
WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates 354-9397

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL rake leaves, clean
gutters and clear brush
Please call 753-1872

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licenced, insured Estimate available
759-4690

FREE , Chow, ',, Lab
puppies 474-8057

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Bend Bunny Bread.
753-5940
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Just Reduced to $105,000

NIGHT

Gatesborough 4 BR, 2 bath home redecorated
throughout. Outstanding home priced to „sell.
MLS #3482

Kopperud Realty
711 Nish'

753-1222

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

6,t
CALVIN

MA
TARLE

DONT

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdiive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

CATHY

AND HE:
Of ART'CIE!
WON& GOO
THEIR LIM

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleabritten, Inc.
Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE
502-437-3026

YOU KNO1
WORSE •

YOU'RE
THERE

FALL SPECIAL
Attention Mobile Home Owners!For the month
of October, Starks Mobile Home Parts and
Supplies is running a special FALL SALE
PRICE on all their Coleman gas and electric
furnaces. Starks carries a full line of furnace
parts for Coleman, Intertherm, Miller and
Duotherm furnaces. Now is the time to winterize your home before cold weather sets in.
Among the many parts that need to be checked
before winter are:
Storm Windows
Antifreeze
Flex Ducting
Housetype Doors
Heating Thermostats
Vinyl Skirting
Roof Coating
Furnace Filters
For pricing or any other information that we
can help you with, call 627-3108 or 753-2922.

Starks Bros. Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
Two MU.. North of Benton On Hwy. 641

YE5 MAiA
TO 60 i•
MAKE
A SAND
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In 1936, the first generator at Boulder (later Hoover) Dam began transmitting electricity to Los Angeles.
In 1958, Pope Pius XII died, 19 years after he was elevated to the
papacy.
In 1962, Uganda won autonomy from British rule.
In 1967, Latin American guerrilla leader Che Guevara was executed
while attempting to incite revolution in Bolivia.
In 1975, Soviet scientist Andrei Sakharov was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize.
In 1983, President Reagan's controversial Interior Secretary, James G.
Watt, resigned.
In 1983, a bomb explosion in Rangoon, Burma, blamed on North
Korean agents killed 17 visiting South Koreans, including four cabinet
ministers.
In 1985, the hijackers of the "Achille Lauro" cruise liner surrendered
after the ship arrived in Port Said, Egypt.
In 1989, the official Soviet news agency Tass reported that an unidentified flying object, complete with a trio of tall aliens, had visited a park in
the city of Voronezh.
Ten years ago: Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin met with Egyptian President-designate Hosni Mubarak in Cairo, and vowed that the
search for peace in the Middle East would go on, despite the assassination
of Anwar Sadai
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate convicted U.S. District Judge Harry E.
Claiborne of "high crimes and misdemeanors," making him the fifth federal official to be removed from office through impeachment.
One year ago: President Bush told a news conference he would be willing to consider higher income tax rates for the wealthy, but later appeared
to back off that stand.
Today's Birthdays: Former U.S. Sen. Gordon Humphrey, R-N.H., is 51.
Singer Jackson Browne is 42. Football player Mike Singletary is 33.
Thought for Today: "The first half of our lives is ruined by our parents
and the second half by our children." — Clarence Darrow, American
attorney (1857-1938).

Ten years ago
Pete Morgan and Cyndi Cohoon,
teachers in Murray School System,
received 1981 Economics Awards
for Creativity and Excellence in
Teaching Basic Economics by Center for Economic Education at
Murray State University.
"Forward Murray and Calloway
County" is the theme of a membership drive started Oct. 6 by
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, according to David
King, chairman.
Whitney Carroll Morris, T.J.
Eisinmaun and Jason Paul Crabtree
are winners of annual baby contest
conducted by Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
The new Murray Wal-Mart
stores, located in Central and BelAir Shopping Centers, had their
grand openings on Oct. 6.
M.C. Garrott features Frank
Requarth in his column, "Garrott's
Galley" in The Murray Ledger &

Twenty years ago
Mrs. Grace M. Dedman, 51, New
Concord, and Jerry Lawrence Rust,
24, Rt. 5, Murray, have died as a
result of injuries sustained in a
two-car accident on Highway 121,
seven miles south of Murray,
which occurred on Oct. 7.
Dr. Charles W. Waldrop, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Waldrop,
has been named a charter diplomate of American Board of Family
Practice at Lancaster, Texas.
New officers of New Providence
Riding Club are Bobby Spiceland,
Noel Smith, Kim Puckett and
James Puckett.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Helson, Sept.
30, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Shultz, Oct. 1.
Bobby Witherington is serving
as minister of West Murray Church
of Christ, located on Doran Road
and Holiday Drive, Murray.

Thirty years ago

Times.

DEAR ABBY: About 20 years ago
my parents divorced. My mother kept
my father's whereabouts unknown,
and eventually all contact was lost.
When I turned 18 and left home, I
tried to no avail to locate my father.
I gave up after six years, until I read
a letter in your column. You gave the
address for the Salvation Army,
which has a Missing Persons Service
to help find close relatives. I contacted them,and yesterday I received
a telephone call from my father!
Many years have passed and he

has a new family, but I hope we can
build a relationship now.
Thank you, Abby, from the bottom of my heart, for making this
possible. Please publish the information about the Salvation Army at
least once a year. Maybe there can he
other happy endings.
YVETTE
IN NEWPORT BEACH. CALIF.
DEAR YVETTE: No need to
thank me. That's what I'm here
for.

THE FAR SIDE

'IOU SET— THEY SITTING
EVEN GAVE ME A
?
SITTiNG OVATION

e„..'

991 unwersai Ness SynOttatt

MOM SAID WI FACE WOULD
I-R.ZE LIKE 11-IIS SOME
DAV , AND IT NST DID

NO,IT

IT DID,DAD! MOM
WAS RIGHT I'M
143111/IBLI DISFIGURE:
FOR LIFE

BUT D3ST WCRZ1,
I WON T SPOIL
DINNER SEE?
ELENANT MAN!

I CAN'T
l4ELP IT
ii

SOMME
FOLDERS!
NO MORE
ARTICLES!

SEE? TIllS
ONE Ws YOU
SHOULD EACH
MAKE A LIST
Of WHAT YOU...

NWT mAKE stE LOOK!DON'T' /SHE NEVER READS mv CLIPMAKE AK USTEN! I'LL WORK
PINGS, BUT SOMEHOW THEY
IT OUT! I HAVE AN IDEA!
ALWAYS SOLVE THE PROBLEM.
I JUST Tuouwr of SOMETHING! EVERYTHING'S UNDER
CONTROL, MOTHER!

'

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

'e

GARFIELD

-^4

YOU'RE RIGHT
THERE,JON

OR,GET A RAT
IN MY BOOT

...FOR
EXAMPLE!

1 Leak through
5 Shine
9 Land
measure
12 Farm
structure
13 Play part
14 Bullring
cheer
15 Daze: stupor
17 UK princess
18 Storage
compartment
19 River duck
21 Mechanical
man
23 Track man
27 Iron symbol
/
28 In the air
29 Precious
stone
31 Type of music
34 Astaire ID
35 Indefinite
number
37 Obscure
1

2 I4

MN=

12
5

uNi1
lo

23

24

25

i09

28

PEANUTS
YE5 MCiAM..I NEW
T060 HOME TO
MAKE MY DO6
A SANDWICH..

34

I'D HAVE TO BE 60NE
FOR AWHILE BECAUSE
NE LIKES ID HAVE
ME READ TO HIM
WHILE NE EATS..

WELL,WE'RE
RIGHT IN THE
MIDDLE OF
NAN5 BRINKER°

Mr. and Mrs. H.M. Tanner, Oct. 4.

YES, MA'AM I'LL
TELL HIM WHAT
YOU SAC..

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have
no children, but we plan to try in the
near future. If we have a son, my
wife wants to name him after me.
The problem is I already have a
son named after me from my first
marriage. and I don't think it would
be right to have two half-brothers
with the same name. It could cause
them both problems in the future
with bank accounts,charge accounts,
loans, wills. etc.
My wife seems to think these
would be only minor inconveniences.
I don't see it that way.
Am I wrong for saying no to naming another son after me? And can
you offer a possible solution to this
problem'?
H.J.K. Jr.

Dr. Gott

At the monthly meeting of Squidheads Anonymous
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed as having exercise-induced
asthma. Can you explain this condition, and can it be fatal?
DEAR READER: Asthma can be
fatal. In fact, specialists are concerned about the increasing number
of deaths nationwide due to this lung
condition.
Answer
to
Previous
Puzzle
39 Brother of
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disorder marked by excess mu40 Sight organ
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Y013 KNOW,POC,YOU COULD PO A LOT I COULD GROW FACIAL HAIR,OR
MISPLACE MY ELBOWS...
WORSE THAN GO OUT WITH ME7

Radio Operators School at Keesler
Air Force Base, Mississippi.
Dr. O.C. Wells, optometrist, is
remodeling the Bus Station Cafe
and converting it into a professional building which when completed
will contain three offices.
New officers of Murray High
School Chatper of Future Homemakers of America are Sara Calhoun, Shirley Lee, Dorothy Bushart
and Betty Bondurant. Mrs. Louis
Charles Ryan is advisor.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Paschall,
Oct. 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Milton and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John Platt, Oct. 3; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Z.B. Russell, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Rutledge Jr. and a boy to

DEAR H.J.K. JR.: You are not
wrong.Ifthat's the way you truly
feel, why not reverse the first
and middle names? Instead of
"Henry Joseph Klophammer"
(not your real name), name him
"Joseph Henry Klophammer."

CATHY
... AND HERE'S A WHOLE FOLDER
Of ARTICLES I CLIPPED ON HOW
YOuNET COUPLES CAN SOLVE
THEIR LITTLE DIFfERENCES...

Pfc. Howard W. Coy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. Coy, is in training in

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
NE

west Regional WMU, elected at a
meeting held at Salem.
Forty years ago

Readers, the Salvation Army runaway adult children or
operates a Missing Persons Lo- someone owing you money.
cator Service in 90 countries
2. The inquirer must be able
throughout the world. This ser- to provide essential information
vice is available to the public. about the missing person.
Those interested should be
3. The Salvation Army reaware of the following basic serves the tight to accept or reject any request for services
guidelines:
1. The inquirer should be based upon consideration of
searching for a near relative. reasonableness, feasibility or
Please do not request a search notice.
for old classmates,sweethearts,
4.The inquirer is asked to forwartime buddies, friends or ward a $10 non-refUndable doneighbors.And do not ask to find nation.
5. The inquirer may secure
information and/or a missing
persons inquiry form by contacting the nearest Salvation
Army office in his area or by
contacting the nearest Territorial Headquarters.
Addresses: P.O. Box C635,
West Nyack, N.Y. 10994; 1424
Northeast Expressway,Atlanta,
Ga.30329-2088;30840 Hawthorne
Blvd., Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif. 90274; 10 W. Algonquin, Des
Plaines, Ill. 60016.

711ELLO NEW tOttiO
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Army Sgt. First Class Joe N.
Cohoon is now serving as a member of 18th Aviation Operating
Detachment at Fop Buckner,
Okinawa.
Jackie Washer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Washer, has been
chosen as basketball queen at Murray College High School. She is a
junior there.
Glen McCuiston, New Concord
4-H Club, had the champion animal
at 4-H and FFA Beef Carcass Show
held at Union City, Tenn., on Oct.
5. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.D. McCuiston.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie Dismore, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Lee Leitchfield,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Gene Donohoo and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Joe Wilson.
Mrs. T.A. Thacker, Mrs. Hugh
McElrath and Mrs. E.C. Jones, all
of Murray, are officers of South-

Dear Abby

BLON DIE

DONT MAKE FS AT
Tket-E, CALVIN
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Looking Back

Today is Wednesday, Oct. 9, the 282nd day of 1991. There are 83 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
•
On Oct. 9, 1888, the public was first admitted to the Washington
Monument.
On this date:
In 1635, religious dissident Roger Williams was banished from the
Massachusetts Bay Colony.
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Rasberry's case
held over for
Henry Co.jury

Obituaries

Charles (Bud)
Hargrove
The funeral for Charles (Bud)
Hargrove will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Kentucky Tech
Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center.
Mr. Hargrove, 16, of 1623 Farmer Ave., Murray, died Monday at
6 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors are his parents, Joe
and Carolyn Hargrove, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Deborah Kay
Rudolph and husband, Jason,
Calvert City; his maternal grandfather, Dewey Parks, Murray; several aunts and uncles.
He was preceded in death by his
maternal grandmother, Ruby Pool
Parks, and his paternal grandparents, James Rayburn and Helen
Berkle Hargrove.

Youth apprehended,
charged in beating
COLUMBUS, Ind. (AP) — A
16-year-old youth was apprehended
in Illinois and charged in the beating and stabbing deaths of . his
parents, officials said Tuesday.
Chad Walton was picked up
around 4 p.m. outside a high school
in Champaign, Ill., where a teacher
had spotted his car circling the
campus and called police, Champaign police sz_kes.womati Rebecca Hall said. •
The bodies of Charles Walton,
47, and his 44-year-old wife, Ginger, were found about 10:30 p.m.
Monday in the bedroom of their
home in an upper middle-class section of Columbus, police Lt. Jim
Norris said.
The couple had been beaten with
a baseball bat and stabbed with a
hunting knife as they slept between
9 p.m. and 10 p.m. Monday, Norris
said.
Walton was arrested without
incident and would be held overnight in a youth detention center in
Champaign, Hall said. An extradition hearing was scheduled for
Wednesday morning, she said.
Some students at the high school
said Walton had told them he was
searching for some people there,
Hall said. It was not clear whether
the people Walton was searching
for were students at the school or
why he was seeking them.

Tickets cause problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — Members of Congress now are going to
have as much trouble getting their
parking tickets fixed as they will
have cashing paychecks at the
House bank or leaving a Capitol
restaurant without paying.
House Speaker Thomas Foley,
D-Wash., announced Tuesday that
from now on, members must fight
City Hall themselves when they
want a ticket reversed.
Previously, House employees
had funneled the tickets to city
officials to have them canceled
under a city ordinance that allows
members of Congress to park
almost anywhere while they're on
"official business."

Scott McNabb
Scott McNabb, 76, of 1000
Westgate, Murray, died Tuesday at
11:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired real estate developer,
he was an Air Force veteran of
World War II and a member of
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Born Dec. 27, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Leland G. McNabb and Lucy Scott
McNabb.
He also was preceded in death
by one sister, Mrs. Maloy M.
Roberts, and one brother, Wade
Nelson McNabb.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Futrell McNabb, to whom he
was married on Feb. 15, 1941, in
Paris, Tenn.; one, daugher, Wanda
Kaye McNabb, Nashville, Tenn.;
one brother, Blaine McNabb and
wife, Jane. Rt. 7,.Murray; a sisterin-law, Mrs. Dove Anna McNabb,
and one nephew, Leland Monte
McNabb, Memphis, Tenn.; two
nieces, Anita Foreman, California,
and Jan Skadeland, Williston, N.D.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. M.T.
Robertson and Dr. Greg Earwood

" Survivors include two sons, Edd
Asbridge, Murray, and Donald
Asbridge, Kenton, Tenn.; one

James Thomas
(Jim) Hughes
Final rites for James Thomas
(Jim) Hughes were Tuesday at 11
a.m. at Lakeside Christian Fellowship, Paris, Tenn., where he served
as pastor. John Bulloch officiated.
Pallbearers were Billy Somerville, Jim Roberson, Gary Hunter,
Gaylon Clayton, Ray Hazel and
Marshall Powers.
Burial was in Walker Cemetery
with arrangements by Ridgeway
Morticians of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Hughes, 44, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., died Sunday at his
residence. His death followed a
long illness.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Pamela E. McBee Hughes; two
daughters, Christy Lynn Hughes
and Kelli Anne Hughes, Cottage
Grove; one son, Tommy Hughes,
Evansville, Ind.; his mother, Mrs.
Beatrice B. Hughes, Murray; one
brother, Hilton C. Hughes Jr.,
Murray.

Views On
DentalHealth®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.
FLUNKING THE ACID TEST
It's the acid in your mouth
that causes tooth decay. Once
acid eats a hole in the enamel of
a tooth,bacteria have a field day
in making the hole bigger and
destroying the tooth, unless
treated in time.
Even prehistoric humans had
this problem. But the problem
became much worse when man
began eating sweetened foods.
Bacteria thrive on sugar. They
multiply by the millions, producing acid in the process, the
acid that eats away at unprotected teeth..
Laboratory tests on animals
raised in a germ-free environmen f showed that they can eat
unlimited amounts ofsugar and

$250,000 bond.
Two other suspects are being
investigated in the case, according
to reports, including a New Concord man.

SCOTT MCNABB

Shoplifting
suspect arrested

will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer Society or Crusaders Sunny School
Class of First Baptist Church.

A Murray woman has been
arrested on a shoplifting charge,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Pam A. Bean, of 510 S. 12th
Street, was arrested and charged
with theft by unlawful taking under
$100 after she allegedly attempted
to take $24.21 worth of merchadise
from Wal-Mart Tuesday, police
said.
Investments Since 1854

never develop a cavity. But once
exposed to the kind of bacteria
that live in human mouths, the
tooth decay becomes rampant.
Even the Eskimos had few problems with tooth decay until they
started eating sweetened foods.
Cutting down on sugar intake
will help prevent decay, so will
fluoride treatments, and regular dental checkups. They can
help you flunk the acid test and
save your teeth.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.

From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

FALL SAVINGS at HOLLAND DRUGS

HALLOWEEN...
Candleholders, Candles. Baskets. Bags, Party
Favors, Wreaths, Rugs,Pumpkins, Windsocks,lots
of other treats.

(Christmas Items Arriving Daily)

41!

Layaway • Visa • MasterCard

-tiov iftrowifriwit,404.104141441
MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
KindS
/14cyPitera t iunS
Opening October

"Quality 1%'ork, Reasonable Prices"
Tammy York

418

p.m.

Hours: 9

Main St. Ii. rider

Frame ‘illage)

753-9981

he best possible price
for the best possible
hearing aid
fielo,

s,0041 re444.••

LIcensed Audiologist

Stock Market
Report

daughter, Mrs. Ernestine Owens,
Dyersburg; nine grandchildren
including Debbie Steiner and Amy
Baker, both of Murray, and Donna
Boudreaux, Paducah; seven greatgrandchildren; one sister, Ms.
Gladys Asbridge, Lansing, Mich.;
three half sisters, Mrs. Lurlene Palmer, Munford, Tenn., Mrs. Joyce
Campbell, Memphis, Tenn., and
Mrs. Shelia Bailey, Dyersburg; two
brothers, John David Palmer and
Roy Palmer, and half brother,
Ralph Palmer, all of Dyersburg.

Ear, Nose & Throat Physician
•
on premises

502-759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building • Murray, Ky.

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..-.-....+2.24
DJIA Previous Close....-2963.77
Air Products.............. 653/s unc.
A.T.C. Class
481/2B 491/4A
A T&
Bank of Murray* .................200B
Bell South .-.-..................473/4 -1/1
Briggs & Stratton...-.....no trade
Chrysler--.....................103/4 unc.
Dean Foods__................. 291/2 .5/1
......
+1/4
Fisher
+1/1
Ford
301/4 -3/s
General Electric .......
unc.
General Motors...........-- 383/s -1/s
Goodrich.......-----.....443/1 -1/s
Goodyear
,+1/2
I B M........................971/i -7/1
Ingersoll Rand..................- 48 -1/2
K-Mart..........
Ky. Utilities................ 2571s unc.
Kroger .........._................16'/s
+1/4
L G &
McDonalds -......--.-.......343/4 -I/1
J.C. Penney..........—...... 491/s -1/1
Peoples First**........... 231/4B 24A
Quaker Oats............ S71/2 unc.
Schering-Plough..............573/5 +I/4
Sears..
.371/4 -3/s
.......-....641/4 +1/4
Time Warner.
83s/s +1
UST.......-........................471/2 unc.
Wal•Mart
471/s +1/1

Mrs. Pearline Norsworthy
Funeral rites for Mrs. Pearline
Norsworthy are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeyal Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Alvin York is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Robert Reed,
Charles Paschall, Barry Kennemore, Kennethy Cherry, Bobby
Kinsey and Matt Sullivan.
Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Norsworthy, 81, Rt. 1,

#

Downtown - Court Square
A New Concord woman charged
in the death of her husband will
face a Henry County, Tenn., grand
jury, according to reports.
The case against Bobbi Jo Rasberry, 53, was held over for the
grand jury in Paris, Tenn. Tuesday.
Rasberry is charged with murder
after the body of her husband was
found shot and burned in a
wrecked car.
Rasberry is being held on a

Mrs. Lena Asbridge
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lena
Asbridge were Tuesday at 3:30
p.m. in the chapel of J.W. Curry
and Son Funeral Home, Dyersburg.
The Rev. Jim Branscum officiated
Burial wasin Dyer County
i4emorial Gardens there.
Mrs. Asbridge, 83, Dyersburg,
Tenn., died Sunday at Methodist
Hospital, Dyersburg.

-0mA

Mayfield, died Monday at 5:15
p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Survivors are her husband, L.B.
Norsworthy; one daughter, Mrs.
Eva McReynolds, Mayfield; one
son, Keith Norsworthy, Sedalia; six
grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.

PAROLE BOARD
The following is a list of local
individuals listed on the December
1991 Parole Eligibility List from
the Kentucky Parole Board:
• Lonnie Henderson, 88CR0777.
• Noah Noble, 90CR064.

S BAR-B-U

a

BURGERS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

•0

i••

Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised, Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-0 & Fries

2.49
Place Ain't Fancy But She Is Good Food

Murray

Chestnut St.

753-0045

HOG MARKET
'Hilliard Lyons is trading guru tor this stock
—Hilliard Lyons a a market maker in this stock.

Federal-Stale Market News Service October 9, 199
Keattacty Perdue Arse Hag Market Report Wades 4
Soy*Statatess Receipts Act724,!.2N Sorrows& Gib
• bwer, Sows 34 lower.
SAS IILAS.S.
US 1-2 2311-2S4 be
$51 ii.43•
4
US 1-2 219-234 Its
S419644.99
US 2-3 2311-20 Its
142.5•43.511
US 3-4 2“1-2711 be
Sows
P2N.
US 1-2 2711-3S4 bs
PS41111-34-5.
US 1-3 31111-4011 Ilba
p5ukik-36.N
4116-52S
In
US 143
104.943/LSO
US 1-352s sad up
S11-91-32.110
US 2-3 30195941 Its
Bears $27511429.1111

i Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

tt;

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
'J.. Hilliard, WI Lycra, Inc • Member NYSE ard SiPC

HARBIN GRAIN
is

Another Hilliard Lyons Capital Idea:

$7,450,000*
Marshall County, KY

NOW ACCEPTING
GRAIN BANK CORN

School District Finance Corporation
School Building Revenue Bonds
Series of 1991

for their

On October 10, Marshall County, Kentucky

NEW FEED MILL

FREE
Storage On Corn
Used For Feed
Call for details. Ask for Jack.

HARDIN GRAIN
Hardin, Ky.
437-4102

School District Finance Corporation will issue
the above bonds. Hilliard Lyons acted as
financial advisor and will offer these bonds for
sale subject to an award of the bonds by the
Corporation based on a competitive bid.
Interest on the bonds will be exempt from
Federal and Kentucky income tax. The bonds
will be exempt frpm ad valorem taxation by
the Commonwealth of Kentucky and all political subdivisions thereof.
For more information about this bond issue,
call Hilliard Lyons today at 753-3366.
'Subject to ac4ustment

Hilliard Lyons
414 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
(800) 444-1854

Ait.9
HiWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
Investments Since I1154 • H.R. I Ionised,

yens, Inc • Member NYS( and SIP('

